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Abstract
A turbulent jet breakup model is derived using concepts from probability theory. Velocity fluctuations at the free
surface are hypothesized to be the cause of turbulent jet breakup. We formalize this idea by treating the fluctuations
as random variables, subject to damping from the free surface. In contrast to previous theories, we use a conditional
ensemble average to determine quantities of interest because not all fluctuations produce droplets. An energy balance
and a closure model are used to determine the Sauter mean diameter. Similar approaches are used to determine the
breakup onset location, breakup length, and spray angle. A criteria for the transition to the turbulent atomization
regime is derived under the hypothesis that the cause is a change in the minimum velocity from the Hinze scale to
the Kolmogorov scale. To validate the model, we compiled data from previous experimental studies using long pipe
nozzles. The little data for rough pipes was used to include turbulence intensity in our study.

Keywords: turbulent breakup, turbulence intensity, Reynolds number, integral scale, nozzle geometry effects, droplet
size, SMD, droplet velocity, breakup regimes, breakup length, breakup onset location, spray angle

Introduction
It is well known that liquid jet turbulence influences jet breakup, but the details are unclear. We identify four

separate turbulent jet breakup effects: 1. hydrodynamic regime effects (turbulent vs. laminar, separate from breakup
regimes); 2. Reynolds number effects; 3. turbulence intensity effects (the “level of turbulence”); and 4. turbulence
scale or spectrum effects (integral scale, Λ, or energy spectrum, E(κ)). We develop a turbulent jet breakup model,
the conditional damped random surface velocity (CDRSV) model, which considers effects 2 through 4, for the most
basic breakup quantities. We focus on circular non-cavitating turbulent Newtonian liquid jets ejected into quiescent
gases with a liquid to gas density ratio ρl/ρg & 500 so that aerodynamic effects are negligible [1]. The model is
comparable or superior to previous analytical models, though ultimately the accuracy is insufficient for applications.
Better estimates can be found from regressions developed from the large experimental database we compiled.

Dependent quantities of interest and nomenclature
Figure 1 shows a slice through the center of a statistically steady ensemble averaged circular liquid jet ejected

from left to right into a quiescent gas. The nozzle exit plane is denoted with 0, e.g., the nozzle orifice diameter is d0.
The x axis starts at the center of the nozzle exit plane and is oriented with the jet’s velocity (U0). The r axis extends
radially from the center. The quantities of interest (QoIs) are the average droplet diameter at formation (Di j ; e.g.,
D32 for the Sauter mean diameter), average droplet radial velocity at formation (〈vd〉), average breakup length (〈xb〉),
average breakup onset location (〈xi〉), and average (full) spray angle (〈θ〉). See Lefebvre and McDonell [2] for the
precise definitions of the QoIs. We drop the phrase “average” for the QoIs from here. Bars denote spatial averages,
and angle brackets denote ensemble averages. In this work the Reynolds number is Rei j ≡ Ujd j/νi for location j (0
for nozzle exit) and fluid i (l for liquid, g for gas). The Weber number is Wei j ≡ ρiU

2
j d j/σ. u′ ≡ 〈U − 〈U〉〉1/2 and

v′ ≡ 〈V − 〈V 〉〉1/2 are the RMS velocities in x and r. k ≡ (u′2 + v′2 + w′2)/2 is the turbulent kinetic energy. Λ is
the integral length scale. To simplify the results, the spatially averaged isotropic (u′ = v′ = w′) RMS velocity is
defined as u′j ≡ (2kj/3)

1/2
, not averaging over u′j directly. This allows Tu2

j ≡ (u′j/Uj )
2
≡ 2kj/(3U

2
j ).

Previous quantitative theories of turbulent jet breakup
Only theories with explicit Tu or k dependence are considered. Table 1 summarizes the QoIs in each study.
Natanzon [3] developed the earliest quantitative theory of turbulent jet breakup we are aware of. Natanzon

applied the maximum entropy principle with a kinetic energy constraint using k to find the droplet diameter
distribution and that D30 ≈ 8.454σ/(k0ρl). Sitkei [4] and Lebedev [8] use a simpler energy balance, obtaining the
same scaling. Wu et al. [9] use similar arguments combined with inertial range scaling to estimate D32. Broadly,
these arguments have three problems: 1. the arguments implicitly assume that the droplets have zero velocity at
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Figure 1. Variables labeled on a schematic liquid jet.

Di j 〈vd〉 regime 〈xi〉 〈xb〉 〈θ〉
Natanzon [3] • • ◦ ◦ •

Sitkei [4] • ◦ •

Skrebkov [5] • • • •

Tsyapko [6, 7] ◦ • •

Lebedev [8] •

Wu et al. [9–11] • ◦ ◦ • •

Huh et al. [12] • ◦ •

Kerstein et al. [13] • •

This work • • • • • •

Table 1. QoIs in many turbulent breakup theories.
•, explicit; ◦, implicit

formation because all input energy (e.g., turbulent kinetic energy) is used to create new free surface; 2. the arguments
assume that replacing all quantities with their averages (or a “representative” value) is mathematically valid, but
this is often false (e.g., the RANS closure problem); and 3. aside from Natanzon, the theories do not justify which
characteristic diameter (Di j ) is appropriate. In contrast, Skrebkov [5] and Huh et al. [12] assume that a representative
droplet diameter equals the integral scaleΛmultiplied by a constant, avoiding problem 1 but not the others. However,
as the integral scale is the largest turbulent scale, this seems plausible for only the largest droplet diameter.

The experiments of Wu et al. [9, p. 305] suggest that 〈vd〉 may scale with the radial turbulent RMS velocity v′.
Tsyapko [7] and Huh et al. [12] developed spray angle 〈θ〉 models with this assumption. Rather than assuming this
scaling, Skrebkov [5] used a energy balance including v′ to determine 〈vd〉 and 〈θ〉. We use a force balance.

Wu et al. [9] and Kerstein et al. [13] estimate the breakup onset location 〈xi〉 by finding the time required for
breakup to occur, but they estimate this time differently. Kerstein et al. is more consistent with the data aside from
the proposed Rel0 dependence. Our model replaces the Rel0 dependence with a Tu0 dependence.

Natanzon [3, p. 5R] assumed all breakup occurs at the nozzle exit, so 〈xb〉 = 0. Wu and Faeth [10, p. 2916R]
assumed the jet core ends where the local droplet diameter increases to the local jet diameter. Neither approach
directly predicts where the jet core ends. In contrast, Tsyapko [6, p. 13] used a jet geometry model to relate 〈xb〉 to
〈θ〉. We take a direct approach by estimating the surface mass flux to find where the jet core erodes completely.

Experimental data compilation
We compiled an experimental database for all QoIs for model validation. The database is limited to non-cavitating

liquid jets ejected from long pipes (“pipe jets”) at low Mach numbers (< 0.4). Excluding non-pipe jets reduces
the impact of factors which are typically unknown but roughly constant for fully developed (“FD”) pipes, e.g., the
velocity profile and Λ0. Using solely pipe nozzles also allows us to estimate Tu0. Frequently, the turbulence intensity
is assumed to be roughly constant or a function of only the Reynolds number, making it unnecessary in models.
The Reynolds number is often seen as a measure of “how turbulent” a flow is, but this is mistaken. In FD smooth
pipe flow, Tu decreases as Rel0 increases [14, p .6], contrary to what most expect. Nozzles do not necessarily have
monotonically increasing or decreasing trends [8, figs. 2–4]. For a particular nozzle, the outlet turbulence intensity
Tu0 is a function of Rel0 and the nozzle inlet Tu. Different nozzles have different trends, so both variables are needed.

To estimate Tu0, we developed a regression between the friction factor and Tu0 (≡ (2k0/3)
1/2
/U0) for FD pipe

flows [14]: Tu0 = 0.3655 f 0.4587 (9 smooth and 8 rough points, R2 = 0.9753). As Tu0 in smooth FD pipe flows is a
function of only Rel0, rough pipes are needed to avoid confounding between Rel0 and Tu0. Unfortunately we are
aware of only three rough pipe jet breakup studies. Skrebkov [5] has 3 measurements of 〈θ〉, Kusui [15] has over 150
measurements of 〈xb〉, and Kim [16] has 2 photographs which can be analyzed to estimate 〈xi〉. Kusui had a 8.75d0
smooth section after their rough pipe, complicating estimating Tu0. Presumably Tu decays in the smooth section.
However, a power law regression of pipe data for 〈xb〉 fits non-pipe data [17, 18] best with no decay. While we
assume there is no decay in Tu0 in this work, ultimately, Kusui’s data is imprecise about how 〈xb〉 varies with Tu0.

Theory and discussion
Turbulence evolution in liquid jets

Understanding how turbulence quantities (k andΛ) evolve spatially in the jet is required to develop models of the
breakup of the entire jet. Kim [16, p. 23] and Huh et al. [12, p. 458] used turbulence models to estimate the decay of
turbulence in the jet. Experiments show that turbulence in a liquid jet decays at the centerline initially [19, p. 3390].
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However, shear at the jet surface causes production of turbulence, such that k can increase. As droplets are formed
at the free surface, using solely decay is not necessarily correct if production is significant. The measurements of
Mansour and Chigier [19, p. 3389] suggest that k at the jet boundary grows slowly downstream. This is inconsistent
with the measurements of Wolf et al. [20, p. 402L], which suggest that k only decays. Given the complexity of
turbulence modeling, we will use the approximation of Wu et al. [9, p. 308]: k and Λ do not vary downstream. The
turbulence will also be approximated as homogeneous in the radial and angular directions and isotropic. Spatial
averaged k will approximate the k profile. In reality, k peaks near the free surface, becoming more homogeneous
downstream. Better models considering the inhomogeneity and anisotropy will be the subject of future work.

Droplet radial velocity vd for a particular eddy and the Hinze scales — the conditioning and damping
A model of the droplet formation process is needed. Consider a random turbulent velocity fluctuation v

(mean zero) at the free surface at time 0 (so ṽ(t = 0) = v). A droplet forms if the radial velocity ṽ(t) > 0 when
a droplet detachment condition is met. Surface tension opposes/damps the turbulent fluctuations. This force
Fσ = A · pσ where A is the cross-sectional area of the surface perturbation and pσ = 2σ/R is the capillary
pressure, where R is the radius of curvature. We assume that the surface perturbations are spherical, with a radius of
curvature R equal to the distance δ the eddy penetrates outside the free surface (see figure 2). Multiplying by an
arbitrary constant, we find that Fσ = 2πCFσδ. We assume that the eddy has a diameter proportional to ` ≡ 2π/κ,
where κ is the wavenumber of the turbulence associated with the velocity fluctuation v. (Note that despite the
eddy’s nominal diameter being `, we select the radius of curvature as δ for simplicity.) The eddy’s mass then is
C–V ρlπ`

3/6, with another arbitrary constant. The equations of motion of the eddy as it penetrates the surface are

0
gas

2δ
liquid

δ
Fσ

Figure 2. Eddy penetrating surface.

dδ
dt
= ṽ and − 2πCFσδ = C–V ρl

π

6
`3 dṽ

dt
, (1)

which have the solutions

δ = vtR sin
(

t
tR

)
, ṽ = v cos

(
t

tR

)
, where t2

R ≡
C–V ρl`

3

12CFσ
. (2)

If we assume that the droplet detaches after traveling a distance δ = Clig`
(Clig & 2, so that detachment occurs when the lower end of the ligament
is beyond the original free surface location), then we can determine the
breakup time tb and the droplet velocity at detachment (vd = ṽ(t = tb)):

tb
tR
= sin−1

(
Clig`

vtR

)
and

vd

v
=

√
1 −

12C2
ligCF

C–V

σ

ρlv2`
=

√
1 −

WeT,crit
WeT

. (3)

This model is oversimplified, but it has the desired features. The last term is an inverse eddy Weber number,
WeT ≡ ρlv

2`/σ. Droplet formation (vd > 0) requires that WeT > WeT,crit ≡ 12C2
ligCF/C–V . As such, minimum

scales for droplet formation exist. An arbitrary eddy velocity v can be related to a corresponding eddy wavenumber κ
with v =

√
κE(κ) [21, p. 222]. If we assume that the minimum scales are in the inertial range and apply v =

√
κE(κ)

to the inertial range spectrum E(κ) = CKε
2/3κ−5/3 (CK = 1.5 [22, p. 231]), we find that ` = 2πv3/(C1/2

K ε). From
there we can calculate the Hinze scales [23, 24], the smallest for which droplet formation can occur (vd = 0):

vσ ≡

(
WeT,crit

2π

)1/5

︸          ︷︷          ︸
Cvσ

(
σε

ρl

)1/5

and `σ ≡
*.
,

2πC3
vσ

C1/2
K

+/
-

1/5

︸         ︷︷         ︸
C`σ

*
,

σ3

ρ3
l ε

2
+
-

1/5

. (4)

The velocity vσ is the minimum for droplets to form if surface tension dominates. At high Weber numbers vσ may
decrease below vK, the Kolmogorov velocity scale, and in that case vK will be the minimum. We use the term vmin
for whichever minimum applies. Because not all fluctuations produce droplets, the ensemble averages we calculate
will be conditioned on droplet formation, abbreviated DF. The condition notation will be dropped for terms which
imply breakup occurs, e.g., 〈vd | DF〉 would be redundant. Additionally, we’ll use vmin = vσ for simplicity unless
otherwise noted in this paper. Analogous expressions for vmin = vK are easily found.

We are unaware of data capable of validating the minimum droplet velocity and diameter estimates. The smallest
droplet observed by Wu [25, p. 36] was 3 µm in diameter (< 0.5 µm uncertainty, ρl/ρg < 40 so aerodynamic effects
are present), but insufficient detail was provided to estimate `σ or `K for this case. The smallest droplets measured
by Wu et al. [9, p. 307] (ρl/ρg > 500) were said to be much larger than `K in the second wind-induced regime. The
DNS study of McCaslin and Desjardins [26, p. 5, fig. 2b] suggests that surface perturbations are suppressed for
scales smaller than `σ if `σ > `K. We hypothesize that droplet diameter scales with surface perturbation size.
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Average droplet diameter D32 and average droplet radial velocity 〈vd〉
Wu et al. [9, p. 312] assume that D32 scales with a representative length (in our terminology, D32 ∝ 〈` | DF〉),

however, we will not assume this. D32 is controlled by the surface energy, not the size of the eddies directly. Energy
conservation suggests (assuming the process is adiabatic and neglecting rotational and other energies):

1
2 ρl–V

[(
U0 + u

)2
+ v2 + w2

]
= σSA + 1

2 ρl–V
(
u2
d + v

2
d + w

2
d
)
, or simplified: σ

SA
–V
= 1

2 ρl
(
v2 − v2

d
)
, (5)

where in the first equation the left side is before breakup and the right side is after breakup. We assumed that only
one droplet is formed per eddy event. The eddy/droplet has volume –V , and the formed droplet has surface area
SA. The model also implicitly assumes that vd and droplet diameter D are perfectly correlated. For simplicity we
assume that the r direction is always normal to the liquid surface, accurate for large 〈xb〉/d0. Like v (= ṽ(t = 0) as
before), u and w are turbulent velocity fluctuations with mean zero defined in the streamwise and angular directions,
respectively. The mean velocities in the radial and angular directions are zero. (If the jet is decelerating, there is a
mean V as well, however, we neglect this as we assume aerodynamic drag is negligible.) We assume that the free
surface does not affect streamwise or angular velocities such that ud ≡ U0 + u and wd ≡ w. These cancel, leaving
the surface area to volume ratio to be determined by the energy left over from the damping. Now, we apply the
conditional average and the model for vd (equation 3), and note that by hypothesis 〈SA/–V 〉 ≈ 〈SA〉/〈–V 〉 = 6/D32:

σ

〈
SA
–V

〉
= 1

2 ρl
〈
v2 − v2

d
��� DF

〉
= 1

2 ρlWeT,crit
〈

v2

WeT

������
DF

〉
, which returns D32 =

12
WeT,crit

〈
`−1 ��� DF

〉−1
. (6)

Contrary to Wu et al.’s assumption, D32 is proportional to the harmonic mean
〈
`−1 ��� DF

〉−1
, not the arithmetic mean

〈` | DF〉. The two terms are the same to first-order, but not identical. This term is unclosed, so it requires a model.
The concept of an “eddy” in this work will be clarified. The length ` associated with a particular velocity

fluctuation v is ambiguous. The energy spectrum as used by Wu and Faeth [10, p. 2916] can relate v and `, but this
is only a heuristic. More than one “eddy” can contribute to velocity fluctuations at a particular location. Smaller
lengths likely have only one eddy contribution, making the idea behind the Hinze scales reasonable. Larger velocity
fluctuations may involve more than one eddy, making the spectrum heuristic incorrect. We’ll use the functional
form of the average to inform the choice of the model. For D32 specifically, we’ll use the inertial range spectrum,
as the average is more strongly influenced by the smallest scales. Averages controlled by larger scales require a
different length scale specification. The inertial range spectrum with the dissipation model ε0 = Cε k

3/2
0 /Λ0 (we

choose Cε = 0.43 [22, p. 244]) suggests D32 ∝
〈
v−3 ��� DF

〉
, which can be computed with a prescribed PDF.

Tomaintain analytical tractability, a power lawvelocity PDF ( fv (v) = Cv−α)will be used. AGaussian PDFwould
be more realistic, but will be used in future work to keep this work simple. Generally

〈
vβ

��� v > vmin
〉
∝ v′

β
f (vmin/v′)

(implying 〈vd〉 ∝ v′ as hypothesized by Wu et al. [9, p. 305]), but for power law PDFs
〈
vβ

��� v > vmin
〉
∝ v

β
min with

no v′ dependence. (Again, DF means v > vmin here.) Using a power law PDF, we find that
〈
v−3 ��� v > vmin

〉
=

(α − 1)v−3
min/(α − 2). To compute D32, we start with equation 6, then use the inertial range spectrum to eliminate `,

substitute in the dissipation and
〈
v−3 ��� v > vmin

〉
models, and choose vmin = vσ (equation 4) to find

D32

d0
=

24π
WeT,crit

〈
v−3 ��� v > vmin

〉
C1/2
K ε

=
24π

WeT,crit
α − 2
α − 1

*.
,

vσ

v′0

+/
-

3
Λ0

d0
= CD32Tu−6/5

0 We−3/5
l0

(
Λ0

d0

)2/5

. (7)

which has a similar scaling to Wu et al. [9, p. 308] for the initial value of D32, despite the difference in the definition.
This is a consequence of the power law PDF. Alternative choices could make how 〈` | DF〉 and

〈
`−1 ��� DF

〉−1
scale

differ. To find the average droplet velocity 〈vd〉 we start with equation 3 and apply an approach similar to that for
D32, noting that

〈
v−5 ��� v > vmin

〉
= (α − 1)v−5

min/(α + 4) for a power law PDF. We find that

〈vd〉

v′0

≈
〈v | DF〉

v′0

〈
1 −WeT,crit

σ

ρlv2`

�����
DF

〉1/2

=
vmin

v′0

(
α − 1
α − 2

) (
1 − C1/2

K
α − 1
α + 4

)1/2

= CvdTu−2/5
0

(
Wel0

Λ0

d0

)−1/5

. (8)

The theory will now be compared against experimental data. Only initial droplet diameter and velocity
measurements are compared because the constant k andΛ approximations may be inaccurate downstream. For initial
D32, three data sources are available [1, 9, 27]. For initial droplet radial velocity, the only available data is from Wu
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et al. [9, p. 305]. None of these sources have rough tubes, so the data has almost no variation in Tu0. Because of
confounding between Tu0 and Rel0 we used solely the variable Tu2

0 Wel0 in the regression analysis, consistent with
the theory. The fitted power law equations are (D32: 29 points, R2 = 0.8204; 〈vd〉: 17 points, R2 = 0.0304):

D32

d0
= 0.8082

(
Tu2

0 Wel0
)−0.6988

, and
〈vd〉

v′0

= 0.0487
(
Tu2

0 Wel0
)0.0607

. (9)

The regressions apply for the second wind-induced regime with 6.5 · 104 < Rel0 < 1.0 · 106, 4.7% < Tu0 < 6.1%,
and 2.3 · 104 < Wel0 < 1.9 · 106. For D32, 5.9 · 102 < ρl/ρg < 6.2 · 103. For 〈vd〉, 5.9 · 102 < ρl/ρg < 9.6 · 103.
The coefficient of the D32 theory is near that found in the regression. The measurement error in 〈vd〉 is large, making
a close fit impossible for both the regression and theory. Given the small variation in Tu0 for the data, for the moment
the most that can be said is that the theory is not inconsistent with the data.

Transition from the second wind-induced regime to the atomization regime

10−3 10−2

T̂A ≡ Tu3/4
0 Wel0Re−5/4

l0

102

103

104

ρ
l/
ρ
g

second wind-induced (82 points)
transitional (48 points)
atomization (20 points)
ρl/ρg = 500 (approx. critical)

T̂Acrit = 0.005709

Figure 3. Turbulent breakup regime map with experi-
mental data from the database [15, 25, 28–33].

A popular atomization regime criteria is Weg0 >
40.3, introduced byMiesse [34, p. 1697]. Reitz [35, pp. 4–
9] notes that water jet cutting jets are more stable than
existing criteria suggest. Presumably this is due toTu0 not
being considered, asTu0 is lower in cutting jets than diesel
sprays. We consider atomization due to turbulence only,
with no aerodynamic or cavitation influence. The Weg0
criteria is based on aerodynamic atomization. When
using breakup length to objectively determine regime
(contrast with subjective visual methods), a change in the
trend from a power law (second wind-induced regime) to
a plateau (or otherwise) marks the onset of atomization.
Using that definition, Kusui [15, p. 1067] proposed an
empirical criteria which uses the friction factor of rough
pipe nozzles. Kusui’s Tu0 is unclear, but we assume that
Tu0 ∝ f 0.4587. Rearranging Kusui’s equation and expo-
nentiating so that Wel0 has a power of 1, Kusui’s classify-
ing variable is TAKusui ≡ Tu0.32

0 Wel0Re−0.94
l0 (νl/νg)−0.67,

where TAKusui > TAcrit,Kusui for atomization. Kusui’s
raw regime data can not be extracted due to ambiguities in
the plot, however, we can compare Kusui’s variable to our
theory. Neglecting aerodynamic effects and cavitation,
as the Weber number increases the only discontinuous
change is that the minimum velocity scale (vmin) switches
from the Hinze scale (vσ) to the Kolmogorov scale (vK ≡ CvK (ενl)1/4). We hypothesize this change corresponds to
the onset of the turbulent atomization regime. This is consistent with the lack of Rel0 dependence for QoIs in the
second wind-induced regime, as the Hinze scale does not contain viscosity. Equating vσ and vK and rearranging
defines the critical turbulent atomization number:

TAcrit ≡

(
Cvσ

CvK

)5

≡



ρlε
1/4ν5/4

l
σ

crit
= C1/4

ε

(
3
2

)3/8 

(
Tu3

0
d0

Λ0

)1/4

Wel0Re−5/4
l0

crit
. (10)

As before TA > TAcrit for atomization. For simplicity we’ll define T̂A ≡ Tu3/4
0 Wel0Re−5/4

l0 . The tasks now are to
determine T̂Acrit and evaluate how well it discriminates the regimes. The signs of all exponents in our theory match
those of Kusui. Comparison with regime data from our database (figure 3) is less promising. We determined that
T̂Acrit = 0.005709 by taking the ρl/ρg > 500 data and selecting T̂Acrit such that half the points we classified as
in transition between the second wind-induced and atomization regimes were on each side. We omitted Kusui’s
rough measurements due to suspected inaccuracy in Tu0. The criteria appears to work aside from Kusui’s smooth
experiments, which transition earlier than others’. Neglecting all of Kusui’s data, we find that T̂Acrit = 0.01022,
however, we can not justify this omission aside from the inconsistency of Kusui’s data.

The theory may still be valid even if Kusui’s measurements are accurate. Sallam [11, pp. 87–90] suggested that
aerodynamic effects can explain the regime transition even when ρl/ρg & 500, as turbulence can distort the jet core
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in ways not considered by our theory. The distorted core can then break up due to aerodynamic effects [36]. Phinney
[30, pp. 998R–999L] argues that turbulent aerodynamic effects apply when Tu0(ρl/ρg)1/2 < 1. This estimate is
consistent with Wu and Faeth [1]’s (ρl/ρg)crit = 500 as the turbulence intensity of that set of experiments at about
5%, leading to [Tu0(ρl/ρg)1/2]crit ≈ 0.05 ·

√
500 ≈ 1.1. Figure 3 contains only smooth pipe data, so there is little

Tu0 variation. Consequently, Phinney’s criteria can not explain the failures of the regime boundary, as the criteria is
ordered roughly like ρl/ρg for this data set, and that line alone discriminates the regimes worse than our theory. A
CDRSV model considering the atmosphere could justify a better criteria, and this will be the subject of future work.
Tentatively, we speculate that our current boundary may apply only for non-cavitating jets with ρl/ρg � 500.

Breakup onset location 〈xi〉
We define the breakup onset location as the average distance eddies travel in the time it takes for breakup to occur:

〈xi〉 ≡
〈
(U0 + u)tb

��� DF
〉
≈ U0 〈tb〉 assuming that 〈uv〉 is small. To second-order tb = Clig`/v (see equation 3) so

〈tb〉 ∝ 〈`/v | DF〉, which is difficult to model. The term is not influenced by the smallest scales as much as D32. As
such, we assume that the conditioning has little effect. By hypothesis, the parameters influencing the breakup time
are σ (N/m), ρl (kg/m3), and v′0 (m/s), from which a unique time scale can be formed: 〈tb〉 ∝ σ/(ρlv′0

3
), leading to

〈xi〉
d0
=

U0 〈tb〉
d0

=
CligU0

d0

〈
`

v

�����
DF

〉
= Cxi

U0σ

d0ρlv
′
0

3 = Cxi
*.
,

U0

v′0

+/
-

3
σ

d0ρlU
2
0

= CxiTu−3
0 We−1

l0 . (11)

This result is equivalent that of Kerstein et al. [13] if one replaces their uτ with v′0. Their model would have no
Rel0 dependence with this modification. The v′0 ∝ uτ scaling implies Tu0 ∝

√
f , similar to our correlation for FD

pipe flows [14] (Tu0 ∝ f 0.4587). This scaling is consistent with multiple physical pictures, not just the boundary
layer scaling described by Kerstein et al. We developed a power law regression of the experimental data [1, 10, 11,
16] (55 points, R2 = 0.6866, including ρl/ρg < 500 data) for 8.8 · 103 < Rel0 < 1.0 · 106, 4.7% < Tu0 < 9.6%,
5.1 · 103 < Wel0 < 1.9 · 106, and 1.0 · 102 < ρl/ρg < 1.3 · 104. Due to the confounding of Rel0 and Tu0 from the
little data with rough tubes (2 rough points), the Reynolds number was excluded from the regression, which is:

〈xi〉
d0
= 16.0298

(
Tu3

0 Wel0
)−0.9567

. (12)

The exponent of the regression is near that of the theory. While the data was in the second wind-induced regime, the
theory is independent of the minimum scale, and therefore the regression and theory may also apply for atomization.

Breakup length 〈xb〉
To determine the breakup length, we first calculate the average surface mass flux from the jet, 〈ṁ′′〉. We

decompose the surface into waves of wavenumbers κ ∝ 1/` in the streamwise and angular directions. We assume
droplets are formed with frequency v/` and mass proportional to ρl`3. We ensemble average to determine 〈ṁ′′〉:

〈ṁ′′〉 ≡ Cm

〈
1
`

1
`

v

`
ρl`

3
�����
DF

〉
= Cm ρl〈v | DF〉, (13)

which is constant because we take k and Λ as constant. Similarly, the dimensionless quantity 〈ṁ′′〉/(ρl〈vd〉) =
〈ṁ′′〉/(Cvd ρl〈v | DF〉) = Cm/Cvd , a constant. The experiments of Sallam [11, pp. 53–54] show that this quantity
increases with x from O(10−2) to O(1). The inaccuracy could be due to the 〈ṁ′′〉 model, 〈vd〉 model, or both.

For simplicity, we assume that 〈xi〉 = 0 for the derivation of 〈xb〉. Otherwise, a delay differential equation would
be required to account for the delay between an eddy impacting the surface and droplet formation. After applying
mass conservation for a particular realization of the jet to a differential element, we find that

d(ρlA(x)U0)
dx

= −P(x)ṁ′′, or after rearrangement and averaging
d〈dj〉

dx
= −

2〈ṁ′′〉
ρlU0

, (14)

where U0 is the (constant) convection velocity, the jet is assumed to have a circular cross section, dj(x) is the
diameter of the jet at x, A(x) = πd2

j /4 is the cross sectional area, and P(x) = πdj is the perimeter. Consistent with
how 〈xb〉 is measured, we define xb with dj(xb) ≡ 0, so to first-order 〈dj(〈xb〉)〉 = 0. Solving equation 14 for 〈xb〉
with the 〈dj(〈xb〉)〉 = 0 approximation using the 〈ṁ′′〉 model (equation 13), we obtain

〈xb〉
d0
=

ρlU0

2〈ṁ′′〉
=

U0

2Cm〈v | DF〉
=

(α − 2)
2Cm (α − 1)

U0

vmin
=

(α − 2)U0

2Cm (α − 1)

(
ρl
σε0

)1/5

= CxbTu−3/5
0

(
Wel0

Λ0

d0

)1/5

, (15)
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where we applied the result for a power law PDF, 〈v | DF〉 = 〈v | v > vmin〉 = (α − 1)vmin/(α − 2), and also
chose vmin = vσ (equation 4). We constructed a power law regression from the data we compiled [15, 28–30,
32] (185 points, R2 = 0.9420, excluding ρl/ρg < 500 data) valid for the second wind-induced regime with
3.7 · 103 < Rel0 < 2.9 · 105, 5.4% < Tu0 < 12.7%, 5.2 · 102 < Wel0 < 1.2 · 105, and 5.7 · 102 < ρl/ρg < 9.7 · 103:

〈xb〉
d0
= 3.8911Tu−0.2685

0 We0.3273
l0 . (16)

The regression neglected Rel0 and ρl/ρg. Including Rel0 and ρl/ρg, their exponents would be 0.0207 and 0.0220
respectively, nearly zero, consistent with the theory. The signs of the Tu0 and Wel0 exponents are correct, but the
magnitudes are in error. The most likely cause of the error may be the model for 〈ṁ′′〉, as use of the 〈ṁ′′〉 correlation
from Sallam [11, p. 54], 〈ṁ′′〉 ∝ x/[Λ0(Wel0Λ0/d0)1/2], returns 〈xb〉/d0 ∝ Tu−3/10

0 We3/10
l0 . We attempted to obtain

the same 〈ṁ′′〉 scaling using an exponential probability density function for tb under the hypothesis that breakup
takes time to become “fully developed”. We were able to obtain 〈ṁ′′〉 ∝ x to first-order (saturating far downstream),
but the remainder of the scaling was incorrect. A better 〈ṁ′′〉 model will be the subject of future work.

The regression was cross-validated with non-pipe 〈xb〉 data [17, 18]. This alternative data set has lower
turbulence intensity (0.3% < Tuc0 < 8.0%) than the pipe jets in our database (5.4% < Tu0 < 12.7%). The fit
between the regression and the alternative data was worse (79 points, R2 = 0.5334), but the error appeared random
because its mean was roughly zero. The error possibly is due to variables not considered in the regression, e.g.,
the integral scale and the velocity profile. The error could also be due to Ervine et al. and McKeogh and Elsawy
measuring centerline Tuc0 rather than plane average Tu0 as we have. The general agreement suggests that the
regression may be valid for Tu0 outside its calibration data and may be a useful model for non-pipe jets.

Spray angle 〈θ〉
Similar to previous works [3, 5, 12], we define the spray angle through 〈tan θ/2〉 ≡ 〈vd/ud〉 (for x = 〈xi〉), so

to first-order tan 〈θ〉/2 = 〈vd〉/〈ud〉. As ud = U0 + u, then 〈ud〉 , U0 because there is an additional term with the
correlation 〈uv〉. We assume this effect is negligible as we did for 〈xi〉, so 〈ud〉 = U0. Then tan 〈θ〉/2 = 〈vd〉/U0, so

tan
(
〈θ〉

2

)
= Cvd

v′0

U0
Tu−2/5

0

(
Wel0

Λ0

d0

)−1/5

= CvdTu3/5
0

(
Wel0

Λ0

d0

)−1/5

, (17)

The power law regression of the data [5, 11, 25, 31, 33, 35] (20 points, R2 = 0.7201) is valid for 6.7 · 103 < Rel0 <
7.3 · 105, 4.4% < Tu0 < 8.7%, 3.9 · 103 < Wel0 < 4.1 · 105, and 7.7 · 102 < ρl/ρg < 8.8 · 102:

tan
(
〈θ〉

2

)
= 0.003113Tu0.8730

0 We0.4294
l0 . (18)

We excluded Rel0 due to confounding with Tu0. If included, the exponent of Rel0 is small (−0.0426), but inclusion of
Rel0 appreciably changes the exponent of Tu0. The model’s Tu0 exponent is roughly correct, though the exponent’s
uncertainty is large due to the small number of data points with strong Tu0 variation. In our model tan 〈θ〉/2
decreases with Wel0, contrary to the regression. The only model we are aware of where tan 〈θ〉/2 increases with
Wel0 is that of Skrebkov [5, p. 145], who suggests that (tan 〈θ〉/2)2 = Tu2

0 + 12Cρg/ρl − 12/(DWel0) for high Rel0.
The model of Huh et al. [12] has no Wel0 variation at all. The model of Tsyapko [7] is similar to Huh et al.’s, except
for the addition of a term such that tan 〈θ〉/2 is linear in Rel0. This is more correct, as both Rel0 and We1/2

l0 scale
with U0, but ultimately Rel0 is not Wel0. In addition to previously discussed problems with the theory, these errors
might be explained by the “velocity ratio” definition of spray angle (〈tan θ/2〉 ≡ 〈vd/ud〉) being incorrect.

Summary and conclusions
While good agreement between current CDRSV theory and measurements was found for D32 and 〈xi〉, the

theory has not been validated for turbulent jet breakup in general, in part due to the failures of the theory with existing
data, and also because Tu0 varies little in existing data. Alternative modeling choices could improve accuracy. New
experiments are needed to validate this class of theories, particularly experiments varying Tu0. Rough tubes are the
easiest way to vary Tu0 for a liquid jet, and are a prime opportunity for new experiments in our opinion.
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\abstract{
A turbulent jet breakup model is derived using concepts from probability theory. Velocity fluctuations at the free surface are hypothesized to be the cause of turbulent jet breakup. We formalize this idea by treating the fluctuations as random variables, subject to damping from the free surface. In contrast to previous theories, we use a conditional ensemble average to determine quantities of interest because not all fluctuations produce droplets. An energy balance and a closure model are used to determine the Sauter mean diameter. Similar approaches are used to determine the breakup onset location, breakup length, and spray angle. A criteria for the transition to the turbulent atomization regime is derived under the hypothesis that the cause is a change in the minimum velocity from the Hinze scale to the Kolmogorov scale. To validate the model, we compiled data from previous experimental studies using long pipe nozzles. The little data for rough pipes was used to include turbulence intensity in our study. \\[1em] Keywords: \keywords
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\section{Introduction}
% 4 types of turbulence effects (also integral scale, any other "turbulent" quantity)
% quantities of interest
% figure: jet nomenclature
% previous theories (with summary table next to jet nomenclature)

It is well known that liquid jet turbulence influences jet breakup, but the details are unclear. We identify four separate turbulent jet breakup effects
\begin{enumerate*}[1.,before=\unskip{: },itemjoin={{; }},itemjoin*={{; and }}]
   \item \textit{hydrodynamic} regime effects (turbulent vs.\ laminar, separate from \textit{breakup} regimes)
   \item Reynolds number effects
   \item turbulence intensity effects (the ``level of {}turbulence'')
   \item turbulence scale or spectrum effects (integral scale, $\Lambda$, or energy spectrum, $E(\kappa)$).
\end{enumerate*}
We develop a turbulent jet breakup model, the conditional damped random surface velocity (CDRSV) model, which considers effects 2 through 4, for the most basic breakup quantities. We focus on circular non-cavitating turbulent Newtonian liquid jets ejected into quiescent gases with a liquid to gas density ratio $\rho_\text{l} / \rho_\text{g} \gtrsim 500$ so that aerodynamic effects are negligible~\cite{wu_aerodynamic_1993}. The model is comparable or superior to previous analytical models, though ultimately the accuracy is insufficient for applications. Better estimates can be found from regressions developed from the large experimental database we compiled. % The functional form of the correlations is informed by the theory.
% Part of the problem is that the word ``turbulence'' is often used ambiguously.
%which clarifies each sense, raises questions for future study, and ultimately allows engineers to make better predictions for turbulent sprays. % and 5. spatial flow development effects (in the sense that the flow is ``fully turbulent'' when it is fully developed).
%Our interest is focused on this case because fire hose jets break up primarily due to turbulence, with minimal aerodynamic influences due to the large density ratio. Additionally, solving this case is necessary to solve the more complex cases involving additional physics. %We neglect the effects of laminar-to-turbulent transitions of the jet (i.e., we assume that the jet is turbulent when it leaves the nozzle), velocity profile relaxation or boundary layer effects (which, as we'll discuss, can be viewed in terms of turbulence), unsteadiness in the mean, cavitation (which according to \citet{stahl_laser_2005} is generally accepted to influence jet breakup through increased turbulence intensity), swirl, gas cross flows, gas co-flows, gas phase turbulence, non-Newtonian fluids, additives, Mach number effects, and bubbles in the liquid. In the data compilation part of this research, checks were made on the available data to ensure that the less obviously met of these criteria (e.g., whether the flow is cavitating) were satisfied for all the data considered.

\subsection{Dependent quantities of interest and nomenclature}

\Figref{fig:jet-nomenclature} shows a slice through the center of a statistically steady ensemble averaged circular liquid jet ejected from left to right into a quiescent gas. The nozzle exit plane is denoted with $0$, e.g., the nozzle orifice diameter is $d_0$. The $x$ axis starts at the center of the nozzle exit plane and is oriented with the jet's velocity ($\overline{U}_0$). The $r$ axis extends radially from the center. The quantities of interest (QoIs) are the average droplet diameter at formation ($D_{ij}$; e.g., $D_{32}$ for the Sauter mean diameter), average droplet radial velocity at formation ($\savg{v_\text{d}}$), average breakup length ($\savg{x_\text{b}}$), average breakup onset location ($\savg{x_\text{i}}$), and average (full) spray angle ($\savg{\theta}$). See \citet{lefebvre_atomization_2017} for the precise definitions of the QoIs. We drop the phrase ``average'' for the QoIs from here. Bars denote spatial averages, and angle brackets denote ensemble averages. In this work the Reynolds number is $\Re_{ij} \equiv \overline{U}_{\kern-2pt j} d_j / \nu_i$ for location $j$ ($0$ for nozzle exit) and fluid $i$ (l for liquid, g for gas). The Weber number is $\We_{ij} \equiv \rho_i \overline{U}_{\kern-2pt j}^2 d_j / \sigma$. $u^\prime \equiv {\savg{U - \savg{U}}}^{1/2}$ and $v^\prime \equiv {\savg{V - \savg{V}}}^{1/2}$ are the RMS velocities in $x$ and $r$. $k \equiv ({u^\prime}^2 + {v^\prime}^2 + {w^\prime}^2) / 2$ is the turbulent kinetic energy. $\Lambda$ is the integral length scale. To simplify the results, the spatially averaged \textit{isotropic} ($u^\prime = v^\prime = w^\prime$) RMS velocity is defined as $\overline{u^\prime_j} \equiv {(2 \overline{k}_{\kern-1pt j} / 3)}^{1/2}$, not averaging over $u^\prime_j$ directly. This allows $\overline{\Tu}_j^2 \equiv {(\overline{u^\prime_j} / \overline{U}_{\kern-2pt j})}^2 \equiv 2 \overline{k}_{\kern-1pt j} / (3 \overline{U}_{\kern-2pt j}^2)$. %The $\overline{\varepsilon}_{\kern-1pt j}$ model also uses $\overline{k}_{\kern-1pt j}$.
% The angular direction is not shown. The summation convention is not followed in this work.
% Bars denote spatial averages (except $\overline{\Tu}_j$ and $\overline{u^\prime_j}$)
% WON'T: Discuss how we'll use the plane averaged Tu, as this is the Tu the jet will take after homogenization (and also is used in the turbulent Bernoulli equation, which you can cite here). We do not believe this is a good approximation in general.
% MAYBE: Note that spatial averaging also implies ensemble averaging for \overline{U}_0?

\begin{figure}[t]
\begin{minipage}{90mm}
\centering
\input{jet-nomenclature.pdf_t}
\caption{Variables labeled on a schematic liquid jet.}
% WON'T: Make left of caption align with left of illustration. Can't figure out how to do this for the moment. Low priority, so I won't do it.
\label{fig:jet-nomenclature}
\end{minipage}
\hfill
\begin{minipage}{69mm}
% WON'T: Switch to floatrow package for table comparing theories. https://tex.stackexchange.com/a/6869
% Unfortunately floatrow changed the spacing in these two figures next to each other in a way that took up more space and looked ugl{}y. It also added a large amount of whitespace above and below figure 2. Consequently, instead I am doing this hack.
% LATER mention in table?: v_min and \ell_min.
% LATER mention indep. variables in table too. Also put page numbers in each spot?
                           %D_ij  vd    regime   xi    xb    \theta   \lambda
%weber_zum_1931             *           *              *              *
%Taylor and Ranz                                 o     *     *        *
%baron_atomization_1949                                *              
%Levich/Reitz
%inoue_mean_1963            *                                         
%fritzsche_uber_1965        *                    *                    
%brennen_cavity_1970        *                                         *
%bataev_dispersion_1978                          *           *        
%reitz_atomization_1978
%chehroudi_intact_1985      *                                *
%ruiz_experimental_1987 (not a theory)
%andrews_large-scale_1993         *                    *              *
\renewcommand{\figurename}{Table} % http://www.tex.ac.uk/FAQ-fixnam.html
\setcounter{figure}{0}
\setcounter{table}{1}
\centering
{\small
\begin{tabular}{lcccccc} % \nocite{natanzon_o_1938-1} used to be at the first Natanzon citation.
                                                                      & $D_{ij}$   & $\savg{v_\text{d}}$ & regime    & $\savg{x_\text{i}}$ & $\savg{x_\text{b}}$ & $\savg{\theta}$ \\
\hline
\citet{natanzon_o_1938}                                               & $\bullet$  & $\bullet$          &           & $\circ$            & $\circ$            & $\bullet$      \\
%\citet{bogdanovich_vliyaniye_1948}                                    & $\bullet$  &                    &           &                    &                    &                \\
\citet{sitkei_contribution_1963}                                      & $\bullet$  & $\circ$            &           &                    &                    & $\bullet$      \\
\citet{skrebkov_turbulent_1966}                                       & $\bullet$  & $\bullet$          & $\bullet$ &                    &                    & $\bullet$      \\
\citet{tsyapko_nekotoryye_1968,tsyapko_o_1968}                        &            &                    &           & $\circ$            & $\bullet$          & $\bullet$      \\
\citet{lebedev_k_1977}                                                & $\bullet$  &                    &           &                    &                    &                \\
Wu~et~al.~\cite{wu_primary_1992,wu_onset_1995,sallam_properties_2002} & $\bullet$  & $\circ$            & $\circ$   & $\bullet$          & $\bullet$          &                \\
\citet{huh_diesel_1998}                                               & $\bullet$  & $\circ$            &           &                    &                    & $\bullet$      \\
\citet{kerstein_parameter_2017}                                       & $\bullet$  &                    &           & $\bullet$          &                    &                \\
This work                                                             & $\bullet$  & $\bullet$          & $\bullet$ & $\bullet$          & $\bullet$          & $\bullet$      \\
\end{tabular}
}
\caption{QoIs in many turbulent breakup theories. \\$\bullet$, explicit; $\circ$, implicit}
\label{tab:previous-theories}
\end{minipage}
\end{figure}
\renewcommand{\figurename}{Figure}

\subsection{Previous quantitative theories of turbulent jet breakup}

Only theories with explicit $\Tu$ or $k$ dependence are considered. \Tabref{tab:previous-theories} summarizes the QoIs in each study.

\citet{natanzon_o_1938} developed the earliest quantitative theory of turbulent jet breakup we are aware of. \citeauthor{natanzon_o_1938} applied the maximum entropy principle with a kinetic energy constraint using $k$ to find the droplet diameter distribution and that $D_{30} \approx 8.454 \sigma / (\overline{k}_0 \rho_\text{l})$. \citet{sitkei_contribution_1963,lebedev_k_1977} use a simpler energy balance, obtaining the same scaling. \citet{wu_primary_1992} use similar arguments combined with inertial range scaling to estimate $D_{32}$. Broadly, these arguments have three problems
\begin{enumerate*}[1.,before=\unskip{: },itemjoin={{; }},itemjoin*={{; and }}]
   \item the arguments implicitly assume that the droplets have zero velocity at formation because all input energy (e.g., turbulent kinetic energy) is used to create new free surface
   \item the arguments assume that replacing all quantities with their averages (or a ``representative'' value) is mathematically valid, but this is often false (e.g., the RANS closure problem)
   \item aside from \citeauthor{natanzon_o_1938}, the theories do not justify which characteristic diameter ($D_{ij}$) is appropriate.
\end{enumerate*}
In contrast, \citet{skrebkov_turbulent_1966,huh_diesel_1998} assume that a representative droplet diameter equals the integral scale $\Lambda$ multiplied by a constant, avoiding problem 1 but not the others. However, as the integral scale is the largest turbulent scale, this seems plausible for only the largest droplet diameter.
% WON'T: Say that we address these problems? Not enough space.
% about 50 years before the MEP was popularized for droplet diameter distribution prediction~\cite{dumouchel_maximum_2009}
%\citeauthor{natanzon_o_1938} was ahead of his time --- the only other study we are aware of to use the MEP and $k$ was published almost 80 after \citeauthor{natanzon_o_1938}~\cite{hosseinalipour_new_2016}.
% \citet{sitkei_contribution_1963,lebedev_k_1977} essentially repeat the energy balance argument of \citet[pp.~122--123]{bogdanovich_vliyaniye_1948} for average droplet diameter, also obtaining the mentioned inverse scaling.
%\citet{skrebkov_turbulent_1966,huh_diesel_1998} assume that the average droplet diameter scales with the integral scale. This contrasts with the work of \citet{wu_onset_1995}, which assumes that the average droplet diameter is in the inertial range. Our theory does neither, though we will use inertial range scaling when appropriate.
% WON'T: Change Natanzon equation to be dimensionless?

The experiments of \citet[p.~305]{wu_primary_1992} suggest that $\savg{v_\text{d}}$ may scale with the radial turbulent RMS velocity $v^\prime$. \citet{tsyapko_o_1968,huh_diesel_1998} developed spray angle $\savg{\theta}$ models with this assumption. Rather than assuming this scaling, \citet{skrebkov_turbulent_1966} used a energy balance including $v^\prime$ to determine $\savg{v_\text{d}}$ and $\savg{\theta}$. We use a force balance. % approach.
% In these works no explanation is given for why this should be.

\citet{wu_primary_1992,kerstein_parameter_2017} estimate the breakup onset location $\savg{x_\text{i}}$ by finding the time required for breakup to occur, but they estimate this time differently. \citeauthor{kerstein_parameter_2017} is more consistent with the data aside from the proposed $\Re_\text{l0}$ dependence. Our model replaces the $\Re_\text{l0}$ dependence with a $\overline{\Tu}_0$ dependence.

\citet[p.~5R]{natanzon_o_1938} assumed all breakup occurs at the nozzle exit, so $\savg{x_\text{b}} = 0$. \citet[p.~2916R]{wu_onset_1995} assumed the jet core ends where the local droplet diameter increases to the local jet diameter. Neither approach directly predicts where the jet core ends. In contrast, \citet[p.~13]{tsyapko_nekotoryye_1968} used a jet geometry model to relate $\savg{x_\text{b}}$ to $\savg{\theta}$. We take a direct approach by estimating the surface mass flux to find where the jet core erodes completely.

\section{Experimental data compilation} % and regression analysis}
% study selection criteria
% problems with previous studies (confounding, etc.)
% f vs. Tu correlation
% problem with Kusui's data

We compiled an experimental database for all QoIs for model validation. The database is limited to non-cavitating liquid jets ejected from long pipes (``pipe jets'') at low Mach numbers ($< 0.4$). Excluding non-pipe jets reduces the impact of factors which are typically unknown but roughly constant for fully developed (``FD'') pipes, e.g., the velocity profile and $\Lambda_0$. Using solely pipe nozzles also allows us to estimate $\overline{\Tu}_0$. Frequently, the turbulence intensity is assumed to be roughly constant or a function of only the Reynolds number, making it unnecessary in models. The Reynolds number is often seen as a measure of ``how turbulent'' a flow is, but this is mistaken. In FD smooth pipe flow, $\overline{\Tu}$ \textit{decreases} as $\Re_\text{l0}$ increases~\cite[p~.6]{trettel_estimating_2018}, contrary to what most expect. Nozzles do not necessarily have monotonically increasing or decreasing trends~\cite[figs.~2--4]{lebedev_k_1977}. For a particular nozzle, the outlet turbulence intensity $\overline{\Tu}_0$ is a function of $\Re_\text{l0}$ and the nozzle inlet $\overline{\Tu}$. Different nozzles have different trends, so both variables are needed.
% The large amount of data on fully developed (``FD'') pipe flows allows us to estimate $\overline{\Tu}_0$ and $\Lambda_0$
%The radial integral scale $\Lambda$ was estimated using the measurements of \citet{powe_turbulence_1970} closest to the pipe walls. The smooth value was used directly for the smooth nozzles, whereas the rough values were linearly interpolated as a function of $f$, saturating at the limits. %Had we included non-pipe jets the unknown variation in the integral scale could influence the results.
% WON'T: Mention that one of Phinney's studies was neglected due to inconsistency with the other data?
%A copy of this database is attached to the conference paper PDF file.
% estimates for [...], among other variables

%Care was taken to avoid confounding of variables. Confounding between variables occurs when an experimenter can not differentiate between the effects of changing one variable and the effects of changing another. The most obvious example of this problem comes from the confounding between $\Re_\text{l0}$ and $\We_\text{l0}$. For most experiments, the researcher runs a series of tests with a particular nozzle and fluid, varying only the pressure. This, in turn, varies the bulk velocity of the jet. Changing only the bulk velocity of the jet changes both the Weber and Reynolds numbers simultaneously. Consequently, one can not distinguish between $\Re_\text{l0}$ and $\We_\text{l0}$ unless one uses a different nozzle diameter or fluid for another series of tests.
%Less obvious is the confounding between $\Re_\text{l0}$ and $\overline{\Tu}_0$.
% in general. % The turbulence intensity is a function of solely the Reynolds number for only the smooth pipe case. 

% The Reynolds number most closely encodes information about the stability or strength of viscosity of the flow, not the strength of turbulence in the sense that stronger turbulence would lead to more breakup. %If pipe roughness is considered, the turbulence intensity is now a function of both the Reynolds number and roughness. The turbulence intensity at the nozzle exit plane is determined by the nozzle inlet turbulence intensity, nozzle geometry, and Reynolds number, so the two are related, but the turbulence intensity is best treated as separate.

To estimate $\overline{\Tu}_0$, we developed a regression between the friction factor and $\overline{\Tu}_0$ ($\equiv {(2 \overline{k}_0 / 3)}^{1/2} / \overline{U}_0$) for FD pipe flows~\cite{trettel_estimating_2018}: $\overline{\Tu}_0 = 0.3655 f^{0.4587}$ (9 smooth and 8 rough points, $R^2 = 0.9753$). As $\overline{\Tu}_0$ in smooth FD pipe flows is a function of only $\Re_\text{l0}$, rough pipes are needed to avoid confounding between $\Re_\text{l0}$ and $\overline{\Tu}_0$. Unfortunately we are aware of only three rough pipe jet breakup studies. \citet{skrebkov_turbulent_1966} has 3 measurements of $\savg{\theta}$, \citet{kusui_liquid_1969} has over 150 measurements of $\savg{x_\text{b}}$, and \citet{kim_investigation_1983} has 2 photographs which can be analyzed to estimate $\savg{x_\text{i}}$. \citeauthor{kusui_liquid_1969} had a $8.75 d_0$ smooth section after their rough pipe, complicating estimating $\overline{\Tu}_0$. Presumably $\overline{\Tu}$ decays in the smooth section. However, a power law regression of pipe data for $\savg{x_\text{b}}$ fits non-pipe data~\cite{ervine_effect_1980,mckeogh_air_1980} best with no decay. While we assume there is no decay in $\overline{\Tu}_0$ in this work, ultimately, \citeauthor{kusui_liquid_1969}'s data is imprecise about how $\savg{x_\text{b}}$ varies with $\overline{\Tu}_0$. %New jet breakup experiments using rough tubes are needed. We are aware of only three jet breakup studies which used rough tubes % as suggested by \citet[pp.~142--143]{skrebkov_turbulent_1966}

%From the database least squares power laws were fitted for each QoI. Least squares assumes that the data is certain. A Bayesian analysis considering the uncertainty will be the subject of future work. % This would also allow you to take into account the Tu error from Kusui in a nice way.
% LATER: Ask Moser if there is existing software to do the Bayesian fitting.
% DONE: Remove this paragraph? I presently would prioritize writing about the use of spatial averaging below over this.

%The database is online at \url{http://trettel.org/jet-breakup-database/}.

\section{Theory and discussion}

\subsection{Turbulence evolution in liquid jets}

Understanding how turbulence quantities ($k$ and $\Lambda$) evolve spatially in the jet is required to develop models of the breakup of the entire jet. \citet[p.~23]{kim_investigation_1983} and \citet[p.~458]{huh_diesel_1998} used turbulence models to estimate the decay of turbulence in the jet. Experiments show that turbulence in a liquid jet decays at the centerline initially~\cite[p.~3390]{mansour_turbulence_1994}. However, shear at the jet surface causes production of turbulence, such that $k$ can increase. As droplets are formed at the free surface, using solely decay is not necessarily correct if production is significant. The measurements of \citet[p.~3389]{mansour_turbulence_1994} suggest that $k$ at the jet boundary grows slowly downstream. This is inconsistent with the measurements of \citet[p.~402L]{wolf_measurement_1995}, which suggest that $k$ only decays. Given the complexity of turbulence modeling, we will use the approximation of \citet[p.~308]{wu_primary_1992}: $k$ and $\Lambda$ do not vary downstream. The turbulence will also be approximated as homogeneous in the radial and angular directions and isotropic. Spatial averaged $\overline{k}$ will approximate the $k$ profile. In reality, $k$ peaks near the free surface, becoming more homogeneous downstream. Better models considering the inhomogeneity and anisotropy will be the subject of future work. %, again for simplicity. % talk about how the isotropic and homogeneous assumptions motivate using overall \overline{\Tu} with all 3 components % grows slowly with streamwise distance % which suggest that production is negligible and 
% used to have \citet[p.~1077L]{kim_condensation_1989-1} instead of his dissertation; changed to reduce the number of citations % The data of \citet[pp.~149--150]{wolf_turbulent_1993} suggests the boundary of the jet still undergoes decay, although it is slower than one might expect for the first 5 diameters. % Unfortunately there are few experiments which have measurements of the turbulence inside of liquid jets owing to the difficulty of turbulence measurements in free surface flows.
%all turbulence properties in the jet equal their values at the nozzle exit. %This approximation is consistent with assuming that production equals dissipation, a common approximation used in turbulence research.
% Given the complexity of modeling the evolution of turbulence quantities, for simplicity
% \citet[p.~23]{kim_investigation_1983} assumed that the turbulence only decays downstream. \citet[p.~458]{huh_diesel_1998} applied the $k$-$\varepsilon$ model to estimate the decay of turbulence in the jet.
%However, the shear at the surface of a liquid jet injected into quiescent air can lead to production of $k$, such that $k$ can increase beyond its value at the nozzle.
%homogeneous in $r$ and $\theta$
% \citet[p.~9R]{natanzon_o_1938-1} hypothesized that because there is no pressure drop in the jet, $k$ will be highest at the nozzle orifice. ==> Incorrect. Natanzon assumed breakup occurred instantaneously, so he didn't care about the evolution of $k$ outside the orifice. In the paper on p. 9R Natanzon seems to be talking about the turbulence propagating towards the inside of the jet.
% LATER: Look at figures in ishimoto_integrated_2007 for instantaneous k evolution. The authors don't seem to have ensemble averaged k, unfortunately.

\subsection{Droplet radial velocity \texorpdfstring{$v_\text{d}$ }{}for a particular eddy and the Hinze scales\texorpdfstring{ --- the conditioning and damping}{}}
% (space permitting) conditional eddy
% (space permitting) eddy perforating surface
% figure: v_d/v theories
% LATER: Use different spectrum for dissipation range. See pope_turbulent_2000 p. 233 for one possibility.
% Also see: nachtigall_analyse_2016 p. 16 eqn. 2.26
% This may be one way to take into account what Alan Kerstein said about small scale shear.

% damping models:
% levich_teoriya_1948 / levich_theory_1953, levich_physicochemical_1962 pp. 689-692 (no breakup possible)
% sitkei_contribution_1963 (energy)
% skrebkov_turbulent_1966 (energy)
% Faeth (implicit)
% marmottant_spray_2004 (Much better than what you have here! Also has estimates of the ligament spacing.)

A model of the droplet formation process is needed. Consider a random turbulent velocity fluctuation $v$ (mean zero) at the free surface at time 0 (so $\tilde{v}(t = 0) = v$). A droplet forms if the radial velocity $\tilde{v}(t) > 0$ when a droplet detachment condition is met. Surface tension opposes/damps the turbulent fluctuations. This force $F_\sigma = A \cdot p_\sigma$ where $A$ is the cross-sectional area of the surface perturbation and $p_\sigma = 2 \sigma / R$ is the capillary pressure, where $R$ is the radius of curvature. We assume that the surface perturbations are spherical, with a radius of curvature $R$ equal to the distance $\delta$ the eddy penetrates outside the free surface (see \figref{fig:eddy-perforating-surface}). Multiplying by an arbitrary constant, we find that $F_\sigma = 2 \pi C_F \sigma \delta$. We assume that the eddy has a diameter proportional to $\ell \equiv 2 \pi / \kappa$, where $\kappa$ is the wavenumber of the turbulence associated with the velocity fluctuation $v$. (Note that despite the eddy's nominal diameter being $\ell$, we select the radius of curvature as $\delta$ for simplicity.) The eddy's mass then is $C_{\Volsub} \rho_\text{l} \pi \ell^3 / 6$, with another arbitrary constant. The equations of motion of the eddy as it penetrates the surface are
\begin{wrapfigure}{r}{0.35\textwidth}
\vspace{-1.0em}
\centering
\input{eddy-perforating-surface.pdf_t}
\caption{Eddy penetrating surface.}
\label{fig:eddy-perforating-surface}
\end{wrapfigure}
\vspace{-1.0em}
\begin{equation}%
   \dod{\delta}{t} = \tilde{v} \qquad \text{and} \qquad -2 \pi C_F \sigma \delta = C_{\Volsub} \rho_\text{l} \frac{\pi}{6} \ell^3 \dod{\tilde{v}}{t},
\end{equation}
which have the solutions
\begin{equation}%
   \delta = v t_\text{R} \sin\left(\frac{t}{t_\text{R}}\right), \quad \tilde{v} = v \cos\left(\frac{t}{t_\text{R}}\right), \quad \text{where} \quad t_\text{R}^2 \equiv \frac{C_{\Volsub} \rho_\text{l} \ell^3}{12 C_F \sigma}.
\end{equation}
If we assume that the droplet detaches after traveling a distance $\delta = C_\text{lig} \ell$ ($C_\text{lig} \gtrsim 2$, so that detachment occurs when the lower end of the ligament is beyond the original free surface location), then we can determine the breakup time $t_\text{b}$ and the droplet velocity at detachment ($v_\text{d} = \tilde{v}(t = t_\text{b})$):
\begin{equation}%
   \frac{t_\text{b}}{t_\text{R}} = \sin^{-1}\left(\frac{C_\text{lig} \ell}{v t_\text{R}}\right) \qquad \text{and} \qquad \frac{v_\text{d}}{v} = \sqrt{1 - \frac{12 C_\text{lig}^2 C_F}{C_{\Volsub}} \frac{\sigma}{\rho_\text{l} v^2 \ell}} = \sqrt{1 - \frac{\We_\text{T,crit}}{\We_\text{T}}}. \label{v_d/v}
\end{equation} % t_\text{R} --- Rayleigh time scale
This model is oversimplified, but it has the desired features. The last term is an inverse eddy Weber number, $\We_\text{T} \equiv \rho_\text{l} v^2 \ell / \sigma$. Droplet formation ($v_\text{d} > 0$) requires that $\We_\text{T} > \We_\text{T,crit} \equiv 12 C_\text{lig}^2 C_F / C_{\Volsub}$. As such, minimum scales for droplet formation exist. An arbitrary eddy velocity $v$ can be related to a corresponding eddy wavenumber $\kappa$ with $v = \sqrt{\kappa E(\kappa)}$~\cite[p.~222]{hinze_turbulence_1975}. If we assume that the minimum scales are in the inertial range and apply $v = \sqrt{\kappa E(\kappa)}$ to the inertial range spectrum $E(\kappa) = C_\text{K} \varepsilon^{2/3} \kappa^{-5/3}$ ($C_\text{K} = 1.5$~\cite[p.~231]{pope_turbulent_2000}), we find that $\ell = 2 \pi v^3 / (C_\text{K}^{1/2} \varepsilon)$. From there we can calculate the Hinze scales~\cite{kolmogorov_breakage_1991,hinze_fundamentals_1955}, the smallest for which droplet formation can occur ($v_\text{d} = 0$): % Alternative assumptions led to more complex models with similar behavior. Changing the exponent in the $v_\text{d}$ equation to an arbitrary value would be the easiest way to generalize the model. % where the inertial range spectrum coefficient $C_\text{K} = 1.5$
\begin{equation}%
   v_\sigma \equiv \underbrace{{\left(\frac{\We_\text{T,crit}}{2 \pi}\right)}^{1/5}}_{C_{v_\sigma}} {\left(\frac{\sigma \varepsilon}{\rho_\text{l}}\right)}^{1/5} \qquad \text{and} \qquad \ell_\sigma \equiv \underbrace{{\left(\frac{2 \pi C_{v_\sigma}^3}{C_\text{K}^{1/2}}\right)}^{1/5}}_{C_{\ell_\sigma}} {\left(\frac{\sigma^3}{\rho_\text{l}^3 \varepsilon^2}\right)}^{1/5}. \label{Hinze scale}
\end{equation}
The velocity $v_\sigma$ is the minimum for droplets to form \textit{if surface tension dominates}. At high Weber numbers $v_\sigma$ may decrease below $v_\text{K}$, the Kolmogorov velocity scale, and in that case $v_\text{K}$ will be the minimum. We use the term $v_\text{min}$ for whichever minimum applies. Because not all fluctuations produce droplets, the ensemble averages we calculate will be conditioned on droplet formation, abbreviated DF\@. The condition notation will be dropped for terms which imply breakup occurs, e.g., $\scavg{v_\text{d}}{\text{DF}{}}$ would be redundant. Additionally, we'll use $v_\text{min} = v_\sigma$ for simplicity unless otherwise noted in this paper. Analogous expressions for $v_\text{min} = v_\text{K}$ are easily found.

%The Hinze scales were originally defined for secondary breakup of droplets, but this work is not the first to apply the scales for jets. In a paper predating the Hinze scales, \citet[pp.~2--3]{hinze_mechanism_1950} suggested minimum jet surface perturbation sizes were controlled by either surface tension or the size of the smallest eddies, though \citeauthor{hinze_mechanism_1950} gave no algebraic expression for either. \citet[pp.~146~and~150]{skrebkov_turbulent_1966} proposed alternative expressions for $v_\text{min}$ and $\ell_\text{min}$ which did not use the inertial range. We became aware of the Hinze scale through more recent DNS work~\cite{mccaslin_direct_2015-1}.

We are unaware of data capable of validating the minimum droplet velocity and diameter estimates. The smallest droplet observed by \citet[p.~36]{wu_atomizing_1983} was 3~$\mu$m in diameter ($< 0.5~\mu$m uncertainty, $\rho_\text{l}/\rho_\text{g} < 40$ so aerodynamic effects are present), but insufficient detail was provided to estimate $\ell_\sigma$ or $\ell_\text{K}$ for this case. The smallest droplets measured by \citet[p.~307]{wu_primary_1992} ($\rho_\text{l}/\rho_\text{g} > 500$) were said to be much larger than $\ell_\text{K}$ in the second wind-induced regime. The DNS study of \citet[p.~5,~fig.~2b]{mccaslin_direct_2015-1} suggests that surface perturbations are suppressed for scales smaller than $\ell_\sigma$ if $\ell_\sigma > \ell_\text{K}$. We hypothesize that droplet diameter scales with surface perturbation size. % \citet[p.~945R]{wu_measurement_1983} % previously: The DNS study has no breakup, but we hypothesize that droplet diameter scales with surface perturbation size.

\subsection{Average droplet diameter \texorpdfstring{$D_{32}$ }{}and average droplet radial velocity\texorpdfstring{ $\savg{v_\text{d}}$}{}}

\citet[p.~312]{wu_primary_1992} assume that $D_{32}$ scales with a representative length (in our terminology, $D_{32} \varpropto \scavg{\ell}{\text{DF}}$), however, we will not assume this. $D_{32}$ is controlled by the surface energy, not the size of the eddies directly. Energy conservation suggests (assuming the process is adiabatic and neglecting rotational and other energies): % and not only because the average is not conditional % For the adiabatic comment see derr_energetics_1955 p. 38 (pdf p. 45) and zemansky_heat_1968 p. 397. % LATER: This approach also does not consider roughening of the liquid surface (another energy sink) due to breakup or even non-breakup. A fractal model of the surface area increase (which you looked into before) probably would be the easiest way to take these effects into account.
\begin{equation}
   \tfrac{1}{2} \rho_\text{l} \Vol \left[{\left(\overline{U}_0 + u\right)}^2 + v^2 + w^2\right] = \sigma SA + \tfrac{1}{2} \rho_\text{l} \Vol \left(u_\text{d}^2 + v_\text{d}^2 + w_\text{d}^2\right), \quad \text{or simplified:} \quad \sigma \frac{SA}{\Vol} = \tfrac{1}{2} \rho_\text{l} \left(v^2 - v_\text{d}^2\right),
\end{equation}
where in the first equation the left side is before breakup and the right side is after breakup. We assumed that only one droplet is formed per eddy event. The eddy/droplet has volume $\Vol$, and the formed droplet has surface area $SA$. The model also implicitly assumes that $v_\text{d}$ and droplet diameter $D$ are perfectly correlated. For simplicity we assume that the $r$ direction is always normal to the liquid surface, accurate for large $\savg{x_\text{b}} / d_0$. Like $v$ ($= \tilde{v}(t = 0)$ as before), $u$ and $w$ are turbulent velocity fluctuations with mean zero defined in the streamwise and angular directions, respectively. The mean velocities in the radial and angular directions are zero. (If the jet is decelerating, there is a mean $\overline{V}$ as well, however, we neglect this as we assume aerodynamic drag is negligible.) We assume that the free surface does not affect streamwise or angular velocities such that $u_\text{d} \equiv \overline{U}_0 + u$ and $w_\text{d} \equiv w$. These cancel, leaving the surface area to volume ratio to be determined by the energy left over from the damping. Now, we apply the conditional average and the model for $v_\text{d}$ (\eqref{v_d/v}), and note that by hypothesis $\savg{SA / \Vol} \approx \savg{SA}/\savg{\Vol} = 6 / D_{32}$: % "These cancel" seems like u_\text{d} and w_\text{d} cancel, but I don't have space to disambiguate.
\begin{equation}
   \sigma \avg{\frac{SA}{\Vol}} = \tfrac{1}{2} \rho_\text{l} \cavg{v^2 - v_\text{d}^2}{\text{DF}} = \tfrac{1}{2} \rho_\text{l} \We_\text{T,crit} \cavg{\frac{v^2}{\We_\text{T}}}{\text{DF}}, \quad \text{which returns} \quad D_{32} = \frac{12}{\We_\text{T,crit}} \cavg{\ell^{-1}}{\text{DF}}^{-1}\hspace{-1.0em}. \label{D32} %= \tfrac{1}{2} \rho_\text{l} \We_\text{T,crit} \cavg{\frac{\sigma}{\rho_\text{l} \ell}}{\text{DF}}, \\
\end{equation}
Contrary to \citeauthor{wu_primary_1992}'s assumption, $D_{32}$ is proportional to the \textit{harmonic mean} $\cavg{\ell^{-1}}{\text{DF}}^{-1}$, not the \textit{arithmetic mean} $\cavg{\ell}{\text{DF}}$. The two terms are the same to first-order, but not identical. This term is unclosed, so it requires a model. % It is first-order (first in (\ell - \scavg{\ell}{\text{DF}}), then in \sigma_\ell), similar to Wikipedia. See 2018-03-12 handwritten notes. You need to do two Taylor series, one after another.

The concept of an ``eddy'' in this work will be clarified. The length $\ell$ associated with a particular velocity fluctuation $v$ is ambiguous. The energy spectrum as used by \citet[p.~2916]{wu_onset_1995} can relate $v$ and $\ell$, but this is only a heuristic. More than one ``eddy'' can contribute to velocity fluctuations at a particular location. Smaller lengths likely have only one eddy contribution, making the idea behind the Hinze scales reasonable. Larger velocity fluctuations may involve more than one eddy, making the spectrum heuristic incorrect. We'll use the functional form of the average to inform the choice of the model. For $D_{32}$ specifically, we'll use the inertial range spectrum, as the average is more strongly influenced by the smallest scales. Averages controlled by larger scales require a different length scale specification. The inertial range spectrum with the dissipation model $\overline{\varepsilon}_0 = C_\varepsilon \overline{k}_0^{3/2} / \Lambda_0$ (we choose $C_\varepsilon = 0.43$~\cite[p.~244]{pope_turbulent_2000}) suggests $D_{32} \varpropto \cavg{v^{-3}}{\text{DF}}$, which can be computed with a prescribed PDF\@.

To maintain analytical tractability, a power law velocity PDF ($f_v(v) = C v^{-\alpha}$) will be used. A Gaussian PDF would be more realistic, but will be used in future work to keep this work simple. Generally $\cavg{v^\beta}{v > v_\text{min}} \varpropto {\overline{v^\prime}}^\beta f(v_\text{min} / \overline{v^\prime})$ (implying $\savg{v_\text{d}} \varpropto \overline{v^\prime}$ as hypothesized by \citet[p.~305]{wu_primary_1992}), but for power law PDFs $\cavg{v^\beta}{v > v_\text{min}} \varpropto v_\text{min}^\beta$ with no $\overline{v^\prime}$ dependence. (Again, DF means $v > v_\text{min}$ here.) Using a power law PDF, we find that $\cavg{v^{-3}}{v > v_\text{min}} = (\alpha - 1) v_\text{min}^{-3} / (\alpha - 2)$. To compute $D_{32}$, we start with \eqref{D32}, then use the inertial range spectrum to eliminate $\ell$, substitute in the dissipation and $\cavg{v^{-3}}{v > v_\text{min}}$ models, and choose $v_\text{min} = v_\sigma$ (\eqref{Hinze scale}) to find
% Going through the mentioned steps returns
% If greater accuracy is required one can solve the equations numerically. However, as this work is intended primarily to determine functional forms, these problems are acceptable for the moment. % Power law PDFs have some disadvantages: large kurtosis, and $\cavg{v^\beta}{v > v_\text{min}} \varpropto v_\text{min}^\beta$ with no $\overline{v^\prime}$ dependence.
\begin{equation}
   \frac{D_{32}}{d_0} = \frac{24 \pi}{\We_\text{T,crit}} \frac{\cavg{v^{-3}}{v > v_\text{min}}}{C_\text{K}^{1/2} \varepsilon} = \frac{24 \pi}{\We_\text{T,crit}} \frac{\alpha - 2}{\alpha - 1} {\left(\frac{v_\sigma}{\overline{v^\prime_0}}\right)}^3 \frac{\Lambda_0}{d_0} = C_{D_{32}} \Tubarexp{-6/5} \We_\text{l0}^{-3/5} {\left(\frac{\Lambda_0}{d_0}\right)}^{2/5}.
   %\frac{D_{32}}{d_0} = \frac{12}{\We_\text{T,crit}} \frac{2 \pi}{C_\text{K}^{1/2} C_\varepsilon} {\left(\frac{2}{3}\right)}^{3/2} \frac{\Lambda_0}{d_0} \frac{\cavg{v^{-3}}{v > v_\text{min}}}{\overline{v^\prime}^3}.
   %\frac{D_{32}}{d_0} = \frac{12}{C_\text{K}^{1/2} C_\varepsilon} {\left(\frac{2}{3}\right)}^{3/2} {\left(\frac{\We_\text{T,crit}}{2 \pi}\right)}^{2/5} \frac{\Lambda_0}{d_0} \frac{\cavg{v^{-3}}{v > v_\text{min}}}{\overline{v^\prime}^3},
\end{equation}
which has a similar scaling to \citet[p.~308]{wu_primary_1992} for the initial value of $D_{32}$, despite the difference in the definition. This is a consequence of the power law PDF\@. Alternative choices could make how $\cavg{\ell}{\text{DF}}$ and $\cavg{\ell^{-1}}{\text{DF}}^{-1}$ scale differ. To find the average droplet velocity $\savg{v_\text{d}}$ we start with \eqref{v_d/v} and apply an approach similar to that for $D_{32}$, noting that $\cavg{v^{-5}}{v > v_\text{min}} = (\alpha - 1) v_\text{min}^{-5} / (\alpha + 4)$ for a power law PDF\@. We find that % See 2018-01-29 handwritten notes for the derivation. The constancy of the second term is correct in this approximation.
\begin{equation}
   \frac{\savg{v_\text{d}}}{\overline{v^\prime_0}} \approx \frac{\scavg{v}{\text{DF}}}{\overline{v^\prime_0}} {\cavg{1 - \We_\text{T,crit} \frac{\sigma}{\rho_\text{l} v^2 \ell}}{\text{DF}}}^{1/2} \hspace{-0.5em}= \frac{v_\text{min}}{\overline{v^\prime_0}} \left(\frac{\alpha - 1}{\alpha - 2}\right) {\left(1 - C_\text{K}^{1/2} \frac{\alpha - 1}{\alpha + 4}\right)}^{1/2} \hspace{-0.5em}= C_{v_\text{d}} \Tubarexp{-2/5} {\left(\We_\text{l0} \frac{\Lambda_0}{d_0}\right)}^{-1/5}\hspace{-1.5em}.
\end{equation}

The theory will now be compared against experimental data. Only initial droplet diameter and velocity measurements are compared because the constant $k$ and $\Lambda$ approximations may be inaccurate downstream. For initial $D_{32}$, three data sources are available~\cite{wu_primary_1992,wu_effects_1995,wu_aerodynamic_1993}. For initial droplet radial velocity, the only available data is from \citet[p.~305]{wu_primary_1992}. None of these sources have rough tubes, so the data has almost no variation in $\overline{\Tu}_0$. Because of confounding between $\overline{\Tu}_0$ and $\Re_\text{l0}$ we used solely the variable $\Tubarexp{2} \We_\text{l0}$ in the regression analysis, consistent with the theory. The fitted power law equations are ($D_{32}$: 29 points, $R^2 = 0.8204$; $\savg{v_\text{d}}$: 17 points, $R^2 = 0.0304$): % \citeauthor{wu_primary_1992} claim to report Favre averaged velocity, which we assume simply means the average velocity of just the liquid droplet and not the surrounding gas. ==> They report "volume" averages, which I now interpret to mean the average velocity of the entire droplet, the fluid of which may not be moving at a single velocity.
\begin{equation}
   %\frac{D_{32}}{d_0} = 0.7219 {\left(\Tubarexp{2} \We_\text{l0}\right)}^{-0.6883}, \quad \text{and} \quad \frac{\savg{v_\text{d}}}{\overline{v^\prime_0}} = 0.0487 {\left(\Tubarexp{2} \We_\text{l0}\right)}^{0.0607}.
   \frac{D_{32}}{d_0} = 0.8082 {\left(\Tubarexp{2} \We_\text{l0}\right)}^{-0.6988}, \quad \text{and} \quad \frac{\savg{v_\text{d}}}{\overline{v^\prime_0}} = 0.0487 {\left(\Tubarexp{2} \We_\text{l0}\right)}^{0.0607}.
\end{equation}
The regressions apply for the second wind-induced regime with $6.5\e{4} < \Re_\text{l0} < 1.0\e{6}$, $4.7\% < \overline{\Tu}_0 < 6.1\%$, and $2.3\e{4} < \We_\text{l0} < 1.9\e{6}$. For $D_{32}$, $5.9\e{2} < \rho_\text{l} / \rho_\text{g} < 6.2\e{3}$. For $\savg{v_\text{d}}$, $5.9\e{2} < \rho_\text{l} / \rho_\text{g} < 9.6\e{3}$. The coefficient of the $D_{32}$ theory is near that found in the regression. The measurement error in $\savg{v_\text{d}}$ is large, making a close fit impossible for both the regression and theory. Given the small variation in $\overline{\Tu}_0$ for the data, for the moment the most that can be said is that the theory is not inconsistent with the data.
% Was for first equation: For $D_{32}$, $1.0\e{2} < \rho_\text{l} / \rho_\text{g} < 6.2\e{3}$. (The density ratio does not seem to influence $D_{32}$.)
% LATER: At first I made the equation valid for all density ratios I had, but I realized that this may not generalize. The shear in the available experiments could have been small, making production insignificant. Presumably a higher density ratio increases the shear, so I don't think I can generalize this to cases with appreciable shear. I'll avoid this question entirely by focusing only on high density ratio data.
% The $\savg{v_\text{d}}$ equation appears at first glance to agree po{}orly, but examination of the data suggests that the measurement error in $\savg{v_\text{d}}$ is large, making a close fit impossible.

%Similar procedures can find other diameters. The mass mean diameter has the same average mass as the ensemble averaged spray at that location, so $\avg{m_\text{d}} = \rho_\text{l} \pi D_{30}^3 / 6$. Consistent with the model used to find $v_\text{d}$, $\avg{m_\text{d}} = \cavg{C_{\Volsub} \rho_\text{l} \pi \ell^3 / 6}{\text{DF}}$, so $D_{30} = C_{\Volsub} \cavg{\ell^3}{\text{DF}}^{1/3}$ (a \textit{cubic mean}). This term is more strongly influenced by the larger scales than $D_{32}$. %Like $D_{32}$, this is to first-order proportional to $\cavg{\ell}{\text{DF}}$. Characteristic diameters will frequently be a generalized mean of $\ell$, also known as a power mean or H\"{o}lder mean.
%Future research into how to best relate $v$ to $\ell$ or eliminate $\ell$ from these models is needed.
% The following approximation will be used: the length scale associated with a particular fluctuation is determined by the inertial range energy spectrum, and saturates at $C_\text{L} d_0$, with $C_\text{L} \lesssim 1$. % See 2018-01-21 for how this saturates the length at v/v' \approx 1.3.
% LATER: Might be reasonable to use a wave mechanism to get \ell given v. This might suggest that the mass flux formula should change as the streamwise wavelength presumably is different from the angular wavelength.
% LATER: Max-ent for velocity and droplet diameter might work with the right constraints.
% The energy spectrum is the result of Fourier analysis where the ``eddies'' are immobile. Additionally, 
% A joint PDF of $v$ and $\ell$ would be ideal, but none exists to our knowledge.

\subsection{Transition from the second wind-induced regime to the atomization regime}
\begin{wrapfigure}{r}{0.49\textwidth}
\vspace{-0.5em}
\centering
\input{../../../scripts/breakup/pipe-jets/regime_map_turbulent_atomization_conf.pgf}\vspace{-1.0em}
\caption{Turbulent breakup regime map with experimental data from the database~\cite{chen_disintegration_1964,grant_newtonian_1966,kusui_liquid_1969,phinney_breakup_1975,hiroyasu_breakup_1982,wu_atomizing_1983,arai_break-up_1985,ruff_structure_1990}.} % WON'T: Switch to black and white. http://olsgaard.dk/monochrome-black-white-plots-in-matplotlib.html
% DONE: Change TA in plot and values of TA_crit to include the multiplicative constant. (I just said the constant \approx 1.)
% Removed asset_hydraulic_1951 to reduce length. They contributed few points and are harder to track down.
\label{fig:regime map}
%\vspace{-1.0em}
\end{wrapfigure}
A popular atomization regime criteria is $\We_\text{g0} > 40.3$, introduced by \citet[p.~1697]{miesse_correlation_1955}. \citet[pp.~4--9]{reitz_atomization_1978} notes that water jet cutting jets are more stable than existing criteria suggest. Presumably this is due to $\overline{\Tu}_0$ not being considered, as $\overline{\Tu}_0$ is lower in cutting jets than diesel sprays. We consider atomization due to turbulence only, with no aerodynamic or cavitation influence. The $\We_\text{g0}$ criteria is based on aerodynamic atomization. When using breakup length to objectively determine regime (contrast with subjective visual methods), a change in the trend from a power law (second wind-induced regime) to a plateau (or otherwise) marks the onset of atomization. Using that definition, \citet[p.~1067]{kusui_liquid_1969} proposed an empirical criteria which uses the friction factor of rough pipe nozzles. \citeauthor{kusui_liquid_1969}'s $\overline{\Tu}_0$ is unclear, but we assume that $\overline{\Tu}_0 \varpropto f^{0.4587}$. Rearranging \citeauthor{kusui_liquid_1969}'s equation and exponentiating so that $\We_\text{l0}$ has a power of $1$, \citeauthor{kusui_liquid_1969}'s classifying variable is $\mathrm{TA}_\text{Kusui} \equiv \Tubarexp{0.32} \We_\text{l0} \Re_\text{l0}^{-0.94} {(\nu_\text{l} / \nu_\text{g})}^{-0.67}$, where $\mathrm{TA}_\text{Kusui} > \mathrm{TA}_\text{crit,Kusui}$ for atomization. \citeauthor{kusui_liquid_1969}'s raw regime data can not be extracted due to ambiguities in the plot, however, we can compare \citeauthor{kusui_liquid_1969}'s variable to our theory. Neglecting aerodynamic effects and cavitation, as the Weber number increases the only discontinuous change is that the minimum velocity scale ($v_\text{min}$) switches from the Hinze scale ($v_\sigma$) to the Kolmogorov scale ($v_\text{K} \equiv C_{v_\text{K}} {(\varepsilon \nu_\text{l})}^{1/4}$). We hypothesize this change corresponds to the onset of the turbulent atomization regime. This is consistent with the lack of $\Re_\text{l0}$ dependence for QoIs in the second wind-induced regime, as the Hinze scale does not contain viscosity. Equating $v_\sigma$ and $v_\text{K}$ and rearranging defines the critical turbulent atomization number: % See 2018-02-19 for skrebkov_turbulent_1966's criteria in your notation.
% The only previous theory for the onset of turbulent atomization we are aware of is that of \citet[pp.~146]{skrebkov_turbulent_1966}, who proposed a critical Weber number below which no turbulent breakup occurs, which is not the boundary we are interested in. Instead,
%\begin{equation}
   %%\mathrm{TA}_\text{Kusui} \equiv \Tubarexp{0.31} \We_\text{l0}^{0.94} \Re_\text{l0}^{-0.88} \left(\frac{\nu_\text{l}}{\nu_\text{g}}\right)^{-0.63} \ (> \mathrm{TA}_\text{crit,Kusui} \ \text{for atomization}). \label{kusui classifier}
   %\mathrm{TA}_\text{Kusui} \equiv \Tubarexp{0.32} \We_\text{l0} \Re_\text{l0}^{-0.94} {\left(\frac{\nu_\text{l}}{\nu_\text{g}}\right)}^{-0.67}, % \ (> \mathrm{TA}_\text{crit,Kusui} \ \text{for atomization}). \label{kusui classifier}
%\end{equation}
%\vspace{-1em}
\begin{equation}%
   \mathrm{TA}_\text{crit} \equiv {\left(\frac{C_{v_\sigma}}{C_{v_\text{K}}}\right)}^5 \equiv {\left[\frac{\rho_\text{l} \varepsilon^{1/4} \nu_\text{l}^{5/4}}{\sigma}\right]}_\text{crit} = C_\varepsilon^{1/4} {\left(\frac{3}{2}\right)}^{3/8} {\left[{\left(\Tubarexp{3} \frac{d_0}{\Lambda_0}\right)}^{1/4} \We_\text{l0} \Re_\text{l0}^{-5/4}\right]}_\text{crit}.
\end{equation}
As before $\mathrm{TA} > \mathrm{TA}_\text{crit}$ for atomization. For simplicity we'll define $\widehat{\mathrm{TA}} \equiv \Tubarexp{3/4} \We_\text{l0} \Re_\text{l0}^{-5/4}$. The tasks now are to determine $\widehat{\mathrm{TA}}_\text{crit}$ and evaluate how well it discriminates the regimes. The signs of all exponents in our theory match those of \citeauthor{kusui_liquid_1969}. Comparison with regime data from our database (\figref{fig:regime map}) is less promising. We determined that $\widehat{\mathrm{TA}}_\text{crit} = 0.005709$ by taking the $\rho_\text{l} / \rho_\text{g} > 500$ data and selecting $\widehat{\mathrm{TA}}_\text{crit}$ such that half the points we classified as in transition between the second wind-induced and atomization regimes were on each side. We omitted \citeauthor{kusui_liquid_1969}'s rough measurements due to suspected inaccuracy in $\overline{\Tu}_0$. The criteria appears to work aside from \citeauthor{kusui_liquid_1969}'s smooth experiments, which transition earlier than others'. Neglecting all of \citeauthor{kusui_liquid_1969}'s data, we find that $\widehat{\mathrm{TA}}_\text{crit} = 0.01022$, however, we can not justify this omission aside from the inconsistency of \citeauthor{kusui_liquid_1969}'s data.
% The influence of the viscosity ratio seems opposite of what I would expect if my theory were true. If the theory were true then we'd want more \nu_\text{l} on the top, but that's not what the exponent suggests.
% 
% the result and also make it roughly match \citeauthor{kusui_liquid_1969}'s classifying variable (\eqref{kusui classifier}) for $\We_\text{l0}$
% The 5th power was taken for simplicity.
% \citet[p.~341]{kolmogorov_breakage_1991} made the same suggestion for secondary breakup.
% Matching the $\overline{\Tu}_0$ exponent is not expected due to the uncertainties in \citeauthor{kusui_liquid_1969}'s $\overline{\Tu}_0$ estimate. The $\Re_\text{l0}$ exponent has an error of about 33\%, however, this may be due to the influence of the viscosity ratio in \citeauthor{kusui_liquid_1969}'s correlation.
%, neglecting the viscosity ratio absent in our theory

The theory may still be valid even if \citeauthor{kusui_liquid_1969}'s measurements are accurate. \citet[pp.~87--90]{sallam_properties_2002} suggested that aerodynamic effects can explain the regime transition even when $\rho_\text{l} / \rho_\text{g} \gtrsim 500$, as turbulence can distort the jet core in ways not considered by our theory. The distorted core can then break up due to aerodynamic effects~\cite{hoyt_waves_1977}. \citet[pp.~998R--999L]{phinney_breakup_1975} argues that turbulent aerodynamic effects apply when $\overline{\Tu}_0 {(\rho_\text{l}/\rho_\text{g})}^{1/2} < 1$. This estimate is consistent with \citet{wu_aerodynamic_1993}'s ${(\rho_\text{l} / \rho_\text{g})}_\text{crit} = 500$ as the turbulence intensity of that set of experiments at about 5\%, leading to ${[\overline{\Tu}_0 {(\rho_\text{l}/\rho_\text{g})}^{1/2}]}_\text{crit} \approx 0.05 \cdot \sqrt{500} \approx 1.1$. \Figref{fig:regime map} contains only smooth pipe data, so there is little $\overline{\Tu}_0$ variation. Consequently, \citeauthor{phinney_breakup_1975}'s criteria can not explain the failures of the regime boundary, as the criteria is ordered roughly like $\rho_\text{l}/\rho_\text{g}$ for this data set, and that line alone discriminates the regimes worse than our theory. A CDRSV model considering the atmosphere could justify a better criteria, and this will be the subject of future work. Tentatively, we speculate that our current boundary may apply only for non-cavitating jets with $\rho_\text{l} / \rho_\text{g} \gg 500$.
% or coflows matching the bulk velocity. %The previously mentioned suggestion of \citet[p.~313]{wu_primary_1992} that $\savg{x_\text{b}}$ can be found where $D_{32}$ equals the jet diameter may provide a simple model of this. % \citeauthor{sallam_properties_2002} did not vary the density ratio appreciably to validate this hypothesis. % our atomization regime onset criteria
% LATER: Discuss wu_primary_1992's core droplet diameter argument more.
% LATER: Another potential issue is that the breakup description is incomplete/incorrect. The assumption that the jet core is always instantaneously circular contradicts the idea that a helical instability can be present. Look more into random walk type models for the displacement of the core.
% LATER: Look at hoyt_waves_1977 and ~/reference/Engineering/Fluid dynamics/Multiphase/Liquid jets/Breakup/Large structures downstream/ for ideas about developing models for this.
% LATER: Compare criteria implicit in sallam_liquid_2002 pp. 439-440 with the data. 
%LATER: Use \Tu \sqrt{\rho_\text{l}/\rho_\text{g}} instead of \rho_\text{l}/\rho_\text{g} in regime plot.
%LATER: Switch TA to PTA (pure turbulent atomization). Kolmogorov regime vs. Hinze regime might be better, though. Then you can say Aerodynamic Kolmogorov for example, which is descriptive rather than "second wind-induced" which doesn't mean much, particularly given that CDRSV doesn't need any wind to get roughly the right behavior in that regime.
% Switching to ATA instead of \rho_\text{l}/\rho_\text{g} should not appreciably change the plot as all those points are for smooth tubes.
% LATER: Calculate Sallam's implied aero effects criteria. Mix with Phinney's \Tu^2 (\rho_\text{l}/\rho_\text{g}) to get more general criteria?
% LATER: marmottant_spray_2004 p. 108 has a criteria that's the same as Phinney's

\subsection{Breakup onset location\texorpdfstring{ $\savg{x_\text{i}}$}{}}

We define the breakup onset location as the average distance eddies travel in the time it takes for breakup to occur: $\savg{x_\text{i}} \equiv \cavg{(\overline{U}_0 + \overline{u}) t_\text{b}}{\text{DF}} \approx \overline{U}_0 \avg{t_\text{b}}$ assuming that $\savg{u v}$ is small. To second-order $t_\text{b} = C_\text{lig} \ell / v$ (see \eqref{v_d/v}) so $\avg{t_\text{b}} \varpropto \cavg{\ell / v}{\text{DF}}$, which is difficult to model. The term is not influenced by the smallest scales as much as $D_{32}$. As such, we assume that the conditioning has little effect. By hypothesis, the parameters influencing the breakup time are $\sigma$ (N/m), $\rho_\text{l}$ (kg/m$^3$), and $\overline{v^\prime_0}$ (m/s), from which a unique time scale can be formed: $\avg{t_\text{b}} \varpropto \sigma / (\rho_\text{l} \overline{v^\prime_0}^3)$, leading to
\begin{equation}
   \frac{\savg{x_\text{i}}}{d_0} = \frac{\overline{U}_0 \avg{t_\text{b}}}{d_0} = \frac{C_\text{lig} \overline{U}_0}{d_0} \cavg{\frac{\ell}{v}}{\text{DF}} = C_{x_\text{i}} \frac{\overline{U}_0 \sigma}{d_0 \rho_\text{l} \overline{v^\prime_0}^3} = C_{x_\text{i}} {\left(\frac{\overline{U}_0}{\overline{v^\prime_0}}\right)}^3 \frac{\sigma}{d_0 \rho_\text{l} \overline{U}_0^2} = C_{x_\text{i}} \Tubarexp{-3} \We_\text{l0}^{-1}.
\end{equation}

This result is equivalent that of \citet{kerstein_parameter_2017} if one replaces their $u_\tau$ with $\overline{v^\prime_0}$. Their model would have no $\Re_\text{l0}$ dependence with this modification. The $\overline{v^\prime_0} \varpropto u_\tau$ scaling implies $\overline{\Tu}_0 \varpropto \sqrt{f}$, similar to our correlation for FD pipe flows~\cite{trettel_estimating_2018} ($\overline{\Tu}_0 \varpropto f^{0.4587}$). This scaling is consistent with multiple physical pictures, not just the boundary layer scaling described by \citeauthor{kerstein_parameter_2017}. We developed a power law regression of the experimental data~\cite{kim_investigation_1983,,wu_aerodynamic_1993,wu_onset_1995,sallam_properties_2002} (55 points, $R^2 = 0.6866$, including $\rho_\text{l} / \rho_\text{g} < 500$ data) for $8.8\e{3} < \Re_\text{l0} < 1.0\e{6}$, $4.7\% < \overline{\Tu}_0 < 9.6\%$, $5.1\e{3} < \We_\text{l0} < 1.9\e{6}$, and $1.0\e{2} < \rho_\text{l} / \rho_\text{g} < 1.3\e{4}$. Due to the confounding of $\Re_\text{l0}$ and $\overline{\Tu}_0$ from the little data with rough tubes (2 rough points), the Reynolds number was excluded from the regression, which is:
\begin{equation}
   \frac{\savg{x_\text{i}}}{d_0} = 16.0298 {\left(\Tubarexp{3} \We_\text{l0}\right)}^{-0.9567}.
\end{equation}
The exponent of the regression is near that of the theory. While the data was in the second wind-induced regime, the theory is independent of the minimum scale, and therefore the regression and theory may also apply for atomization.
% LATER: Alternative hypothesis to check (inspired by wu_primary_1992 p. 305): Time it takes for droplets to form depends on velocity profile relaxation. This would contradict the scaling seen (there would be no surface tension dependence to first approximation) and also would suggest \savg{x_\text{i}} would differ depending on the nozzle design, but my impression is that it does not. Need to compile data to check.
% On a Skype call Alan Kerstein said that a paper by Jimenez mentioned somet{}hing scaling with \sqrt{u_\tau}*\overline{U}_0. Unfortunately I don't remember what scaled with that, but I think it was about \avg{x_\text{i}}.
% LATER: Data from wu_effects_1995 fig. 9 might indicate \overline{\Tu}_0 effects. My impression is that the low \overline{\Tu}_0 "cutter" case has very large \savg{x_\text{i}} when compared against the others. That case is not plotted in fig. 9. They attribute the extra stability of the "cutter" nozzle to the suppression of the boundary layer, but it's confounded with \overline{\Tu}_0 too...

\subsection{Breakup length\texorpdfstring{ $\savg{x_\text{b}}$}{}}

To determine the breakup length, we first calculate the average surface mass flux from the jet, $\avgmdotpp$. We decompose the surface into waves of wavenumbers $\kappa \varpropto 1 / \ell$ in the streamwise and angular directions. We assume droplets are formed with frequency $v / \ell$ and mass proportional to $\rho_\text{l} \ell^3$. We ensemble average to determine $\avgmdotpp$: % consistent with $D_{30}$ earlier % As before, $v$ and $\ell$ refer to particular realizations of the jet, so we ensemble average to determine $\avgmdotpp$:
\begin{equation}
   \avgmdotpp \equiv C_m \cavg{\frac{1}{\ell} \frac{1}{\ell} \frac{v}{\ell} \rho_\text{l} \ell^3}{\text{DF}} = C_m \rho_\text{l} \scavg{v}{\text{DF}}, \label{avgmdotpp model}
\end{equation}
which is constant because we take $k$ and $\Lambda$ as constant. Similarly, the dimensionless quantity $\avgmdotpp / (\rho_\text{l} \savg{v_\text{d}}) = \avgmdotpp / (C_{v_\text{d}} \rho_\text{l} \scavg{v}{\text{DF}}) = C_m / C_{v_\text{d}}$, a constant. The experiments of \citet[pp.~53--54]{sallam_properties_2002} show that this quantity increases with $x$ from $\mathcal{O}(10^{-2})$ to $\mathcal{O}(1)$. The inaccuracy could be due to the $\avgmdotpp$ model, $\savg{v_\text{d}}$ model, or both. % which is constant *downstream* because we
% LATER: Andrew Trettel said the "dimensionless quantity" is a mass transfer Stanton number.

For simplicity, we assume that $\savg{x_\text{i}} = 0$ for the derivation of $\savg{x_\text{b}}$. Otherwise, a delay differential equation would be required to account for the delay between an eddy impacting the surface and droplet formation. After applying mass conservation for a particular realization of the jet to a differential element, we find that
% Otherwise, a delay differential equation would be required to account for the delay between an eddy impacting the surface and droplet formation, making analytical solution impossible. This approximation is acceptable if $\savg{x_\text{i}} \ll \savg{x_\text{b}}$. Then, the surface droplet mass flux $\avgmdotpp$ will be nonzero for the entire length of the jet.
% LATER: The jet is assumed to always have a circular cross section (i.e, at every time instance and at all locations downstream). If a helical instability is present this is clearly false. Generalize this.
\begin{equation}
   \dod{(\rho_\text{l} A(x) \overline{U}_0)}{x} = -P(x) \mdotpp, \ \quad \text{or after rearrangement and averaging} \quad \dod{\savg{d_\text{j}}}{x} = -\frac{2 \avgmdotpp}{\rho_\text{l} \overline{U}_0}, \label{xb diff eq}
\end{equation}
where $\overline{U}_0$ is the (constant) convection velocity, the jet is assumed to have a circular cross section, $d_\text{j}(x)$ is the diameter of the jet at $x$, $A(x) = \pi d_\text{j}^2 / 4$ is the cross sectional area, and $P(x) = \pi d_\text{j}$ is the perimeter. Consistent with how $\savg{x_\text{b}}$ is measured, we define $x_\text{b}$ with $d_\text{j}(x_\text{b}) \equiv 0$, so to first-order $\savg{d_\text{j}(\savg{x_\text{b}})} = 0$. Solving \eqref{xb diff eq} for $\savg{x_\text{b}}$ with the $\savg{d_\text{j}(\savg{x_\text{b}})} = 0$ approximation using the $\avgmdotpp$ model (\eqref{avgmdotpp model}), we obtain
\begin{equation}
   \frac{\savg{x_\text{b}}}{d_0} = \frac{\rho_\text{l} \overline{U}_0}{2 \avgmdotpp} = \frac{\overline{U}_0}{2 C_m \scavg{v}{\text{DF}}} = \frac{(\alpha - 2)}{2 C_m (\alpha - 1)} \frac{\overline{U}_0}{v_\text{min}} = \frac{(\alpha - 2) \overline{U}_0}{2 C_m (\alpha - 1)} {\left(\frac{\rho_\text{l}}{\sigma \overline{\varepsilon}_0}\right)}^{1/5} \hspace{-0.5em} = C_{x_\text{b}} \Tubarexp{-3/5} {\left(\We_\text{l0} \frac{\Lambda_0}{d_0}\right)}^{1/5} \hspace{-1.0em}, % \frac{(3 / 2)^{3/10} (\alpha - 2)}{2 C_m C_\varepsilon^{1/5} (\alpha - 1)} \Tubarexp{-3/5} \left(\We_\text{l0} \frac{\Lambda_0}{d_0}\right)^{1/5} =
\end{equation}
where we applied the result for a power law PDF, $\scavg{v}{\text{DF}} = \scavg{v}{v > v_\text{min}} = (\alpha - 1) v_\text{min} / (\alpha - 2)$, and also chose $v_\text{min} = v_\sigma$ (\eqref{Hinze scale}). We constructed a power law regression from the data we compiled~\cite{chen_disintegration_1964,grant_newtonian_1966,kusui_liquid_1969,phinney_breakup_1975,arai_break-up_1985} (185 points, $R^2 = 0.9420$, excluding $\rho_\text{l} / \rho_\text{g} < 500$ data) valid for the second wind-induced regime with $3.7\e{3} < \Re_\text{l0} < 2.9\e{5}$, $5.4\% < \overline{\Tu}_0 < 12.7\%$, $5.2\e{2} < \We_\text{l0} < 1.2\e{5}$, and $5.7\e{2} < \rho_\text{l} / \rho_\text{g} < 9.7\e{3}$:
\begin{equation}
   %\frac{\savg{x_\text{b}}}{d_0} = 3.1870 \Re_\text{l0}^{0.0207} \Tubarexp{-0.2603} \We_\text{l0}^{0.3101} {\left(\frac{\rho_\text{l}}{\rho_\text{g}}\right)}^{0.0220},
   \frac{\savg{x_\text{b}}}{d_0} = 3.8911 \Tubarexp{-0.2685} \We_\text{l0}^{0.3273}.
\end{equation}
The regression neglected $\Re_\text{l0}$ and $\rho_\text{l} / \rho_\text{g}$. Including $\Re_\text{l0}$ and $\rho_\text{l} / \rho_\text{g}$, their exponents would be 0.0207 and 0.0220 respectively, nearly zero, consistent with the theory. The signs of the $\overline{\Tu}_0$ and $\We_\text{l0}$ exponents are correct, but the magnitudes are in error. The most likely cause of the error may be the model for $\avgmdotpp$, as use of the $\avgmdotpp$ correlation from \citet[p.~54]{sallam_properties_2002}, $\avgmdotpp \varpropto x / [\Lambda_0 {(\We_\text{l0} \Lambda_0 / d_0)}^{1/2}]$, returns $\savg{x_\text{b}} / d_0 \varpropto \Tubarexp{-3/10} \We_\text{l0}^{3/10}$. We attempted to obtain the same $\avgmdotpp$ scaling using an exponential probability density function for $t_\text{b}$ under the hypothesis that breakup takes time to become ``fully developed''.  We were able to obtain $\avgmdotpp \varpropto x$ to first-order (saturating far downstream), but the remainder of the scaling was incorrect. A better $\avgmdotpp$ model will be the subject of future work.
%The cause could be the inaccuracy of any or multiple of the assumptions and approximations, e.g., the model for $\avgmdotpp$, the use of a power law PDF, the Hinze scale, or the constant $k$ and $\Lambda$ approximations.
% \savg{x_\text{b} derivation with Sallam's \avgmdotpp: 2018-03-04 handwritten notes.
% TODO: note that Sallam's \avgmdotpp regression is only for second wind-induced regime

% From old Lagrangian water jet trajectory draft paper:
% Droplet mass flux non-dimensionalization
% LATER: Use dimensional analysis for surface mass flux (or volume flux for simplicity)? Q^{\prime\prime}, \sqrt{\overline{{v^\prime}^2}}, \Lambda, \sigma, \rho_\text{l}? Look at vortex/jet interaction with free surfaces for ideas. sallam_liquid_2002 p. 447 has a dimensionless mass flux.
% Others: aalburg_primary_2005, durbin_assessment_2005, durbin_initial_2007, lee_primary_2007, fischer_primary_2010 p. 4, osta_effect_2010 pp. 47 (pdf p. 65), 60 (pdf p. 78)
% Mass flux is zero when void fraction is either zero or one. Pure water can not create a droplet by definition, and pure air can not either.
% Mass flux is zero when TKE is zero. Power on TKE is unknown; find via dimensional analysis? Likely 1/2 power.
% Also see taylor_generation_1940.
% LATER: Use breakup theory to predict mass flux from surface - 3 zone model - coherent jet, mixture, air. Flux from one zone to another. m^{\prime\prime\prime} \varpropto f \cdot \rho_\text{l} \cdot u_\text{e} where f is fraction of surface area w/ ejection and u_\text{e} is the ejection relative velocity

The regression was cross-validated with non-pipe $\savg{x_\text{b}}$ data~\cite{ervine_effect_1980,mckeogh_air_1980}. This alternative data set has lower turbulence intensity ($0.3\% < \Tu_\text{c0} < 8.0\%$) than the pipe jets in our database ($5.4\% < \overline{\Tu}_0 < 12.7\%$). The fit between the regression and the alternative data was worse (79 points, $R^2 = 0.5334$), but the error appeared random because its mean was roughly zero. The error possibly is due to variables not considered in the regression, e.g., the integral scale and the velocity profile. The error could also be due to \citeauthor{ervine_effect_1980} and \citeauthor{mckeogh_air_1980} measuring centerline $\Tu_\text{c0}$ rather than plane average $\overline{\Tu}_0$ as we have. The general agreement suggests that the regression may be valid for $\overline{\Tu}_0$ outside its calibration data and may be a useful model for non-pipe jets. % MAYBE: Mention sauerwein_theoretische_1992 and others who suggest that low Tu can stabilize jets and how this is not evident from the breakup length data.
% TODO: Put a measure of the random (instead of systematic) error for the cross-validation in this paragraph. Use the average error?
% LATER: marmottant_spray_2004 fig. 40 (p. 107) would suggest that centerline \Tu is far from the surface \Tu, so the inaccuracy from using the centerline may be the problem.
% LATER: Write more about no delay ($\savg{x_\text{i}} = 0$) approximation. This would seem to not have an effect for the constant $k$ and $\Lambda$ case as the breakup time distribution would remain the same for all values of $x$ in the jet.
% LATER: Use a model which is higher order than $\savg{d_\text{j}(\savg{x_\text{b}})} = 0$. See 2018-03-11 handwritten notes for a start.
% MAYBE: calibration data: was "source data", machine learning people would say "training data"
% LATER: Note that \savg{x_\text{b}} is roughly the same as x_\text{b,50\%} because the distribution is roughly symmetric. Cite the papers on the standard deviation of the breakup for the full PDF, which they also have. Photography measures \savg{x_\text{b}}, but conductivity measures x_\text{b,50\%} or even the entire PDF. Conductivity measurements do not so obviously obtain \savg{x_\text{b}}, but the approximation $\savg{x_\text{b}} = x_\text{b,50\%}$ is reasonable.
% LATER: salyers_spray_2010 p. 22: > A decrease in diameter of 15% at the mid-point of the liquid core length shows that the core diameter does not decrease with linearly.
% LATER: Compare with tsyapko_nekotoryye_1968's theory for the breakup length. See 2018-05-01 handwritten notes for short derivation (end of green notebook). Tsyapko's theory appears to be based on assumptions about the geometry of the jet. I need to find a citation for \lambda^\prime = 3/2.

\subsection{Spray angle\texorpdfstring{ $\savg{\theta}$}{}}
% LATER: I recall that I also added a term for the radial expansion of the jet due to deceleration from drag. Turbulence could influence this by roughening the surface. Look for this in your handwritten notes, and check if there were any other terms involved. I added a brief note about this in the droplet velocity part.

Similar to previous works~\cite{natanzon_o_1938,skrebkov_turbulent_1966,huh_diesel_1998}, we define the spray angle through $\avg{\tan \theta / 2} \equiv \avg{v_\text{d} / u_\text{d}}$ (for $x = \savg{x_\text{i}}$), so to first-order $\tan\,\savg{\theta} / 2 = \savg{v_\text{d}} / \savg{u_\text{d}}$. As $u_\text{d} = \overline{U}_0 + u$, then $\savg{u_\text{d}} \neq \overline{U}_0$ because there is an additional term with the correlation $\savg{u v}$. We assume this effect is negligible as we did for $\savg{x_\text{i}}$, so $\savg{u_\text{d}} = \overline{U}_0$. Then $\tan\,\savg{\theta} / 2 = \savg{v_\text{d}} / \overline{U}_0$, so
\begin{equation}
   \tan\left(\frac{\savg{\theta}}{2}\right) = C_{v_\text{d}} \frac{\overline{v^\prime_0}}{\overline{U}_0} \Tubarexp{-2/5} {\left(\We_\text{l0} \frac{\Lambda_0}{d_0}\right)}^{-1/5} = C_{v_\text{d}} \Tubarexp{3/5} {\left(\We_\text{l0} \frac{\Lambda_0}{d_0}\right)}^{-1/5},
\end{equation}
The power law regression of the data~\cite{skrebkov_turbulent_1966,reitz_atomization_1978,hiroyasu_breakup_1982,wu_atomizing_1983,ruff_structure_1990,sallam_properties_2002} (20 points, $R^2 = 0.7201$) is valid for $6.7\e{3} < \Re_\text{l0} < 7.3\e{5}$, $4.4\% < \overline{\Tu}_0 < 8.7\%$, $3.9\e{3} < \We_\text{l0} < 4.1\e{5}$, and $7.7\e{2} < \rho_\text{l} / \rho_\text{g} < 8.8\e{2}$:
% Old: This equation's fit with the experimental data is mixed. Our power law regression of the data~\cite{skrebkov_turbulent_1966,reitz_atomization_1978,hiroyasu_breakup_1982,wu_atomizing_1983,ruff_structure_1990,sallam_properties_2002} (20 points, $R^2 = 0.7201$) is valid for the second wind-induced and atomization regimes with $6.7\e{3} < \Re_\text{l0} < 7.3\e{5}$, $4.4\% < \overline{\Tu}_0 < 8.7\%$, $3.9\e{3} < \We_\text{l0} < 4.1\e{5}$, and $7.7\e{2} < \rho_\text{l} / \rho_\text{g} < 8.8\e{2}$:
\begin{equation}
   %\tan\left(\frac{\savg{\theta}}{2}\right) = 0.006030 \Re_\text{l0}^{0.0324} \Tubarexp{0.6791} \We_\text{l0}^{0.3768} {\left(\frac{\rho_\text{l}}{\rho_\text{g}}\right)}^{-0.1493}.
   %\tan\left(\frac{\savg{\theta}}{2}\right) = 0.002312 \Re_\text{l0}^{-0.0426} \Tubarexp{0.6851} \We_\text{l0}^{0.4524}.
   \tan\left(\frac{\savg{\theta}}{2}\right) = 0.003113 \Tubarexp{0.8730} \We_\text{l0}^{0.4294}.
\end{equation}
We excluded $\Re_\text{l0}$ due to confounding with $\overline{\Tu}_0$. If included, the exponent of $\Re_\text{l0}$ is small ($-0.0426$), but inclusion of $\Re_\text{l0}$ appreciably changes the exponent of $\overline{\Tu}_0$. The model's $\overline{\Tu}_0$ exponent is roughly correct, though the exponent's uncertainty is large due to the small number of data points with strong $\overline{\Tu}_0$ variation. In our model $\tan\,\savg{\theta} / 2$ decreases with $\We_\text{l0}$, contrary to the regression. The only model we are aware of where $\tan\,\savg{\theta} / 2$  increases with $\We_\text{l0}$ is that of \citet[p.~145]{skrebkov_turbulent_1966}, who suggests that ${(\tan\,\savg{\theta} / 2)}^2 = \Tubarexp{2} + 12 C \rho_\text{g} / \rho_\text{l} - 12 / (D \We_\text{l0})$ for high $\Re_\text{l0}$. The model of \citet{huh_diesel_1998} has no $\We_\text{l0}$ variation at all. The model of \citet{tsyapko_o_1968} is similar to \citeauthor{huh_diesel_1998}'s, except for the addition of a term such that $\tan\,\savg{\theta} / 2$ is linear in $\Re_\text{l0}$. This is more correct, as both $\Re_\text{l0}$ and $\We_\text{l0}^{1/2}$ scale with $\overline{U}_0$, but ultimately $\Re_\text{l0}$ is not $\We_\text{l0}$. In addition to previously discussed problems with the theory, these errors might be explained by the ``velocity ratio'' definition of spray angle ($\avg{\tan \theta / 2} \equiv \avg{v_\text{d} / u_\text{d}}$) being incorrect.
% We excluded $\Re_\text{l0}$ due to confounding with $\overline{\Tu}_0$, as we did for $\savg{x_\text{i}}$
% However, if $\Re_\text{l0}$ is included, its exponent is $-0.0426$, which is small. Unfortunately including $\Re_\text{l0}$ appreciably changes the exponent of $\overline{\Tu}_0$.
% LATER: Compare C_{v_\text{d} estimated from this vs. C_{v_\text{d}} estimated from \savg{v_\text{d}}. They should be the same, but probably are not.
% TODO: Get list of \theta data points without regime assigned. Added regime photo based on breakup length for same nozzle in same study. If I recall correctly this can be done at least for Arai if not others.
% DONE?: "is proportional to" vs. "is linear in"
% LATER: "Cross-validate" with ervine_behaviour_1987 p. 301 fig. 5. Assume all other variables are constant but unknown. Fit a power law function to the data and compare the exponent with that from your regression

\section{Summary and conclusions}

% MAYBE: List all free parameters.
% Not free: C_\text{K}, C_\varepsilon

% \savg{v_\text{d}}, D_{32}, \savg{\theta}: \We_\text{T,crit} (or C_F)
% TA_\text{crit}: C_{v_\text{K}}
% \savg{x_\text{i}}: C_\text{lig}
% \savg{x_\text{b}}: C_m

% D_{30}: C_{\Volsub}

While good agreement between current CDRSV theory and measurements was found for $D_{32}$ and $\savg{x_\text{i}}$, the theory has not been validated for turbulent jet breakup in general, in part due to the failures of the theory with existing data, and also because $\overline{\Tu}_0$ varies little in existing data. Alternative modeling choices could improve accuracy. New experiments are needed to validate this class of theories, particularly experiments varying $\overline{\Tu}_0$. Rough tubes are the easiest way to vary $\overline{\Tu}_0$ for a liquid jet, and are a prime opportunity for new experiments in our opinion.
% The CDRSV model is a framework for constructing turbulent breakup models.
% Choices were made about how to estimate $k$ in the jet, model $v_\text{d}$, approximate unclosed averages, and determine length scales, to list a few examples. The model can be improved by making alternative choices.
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